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WHEN ONLY THE BEST 
WILL DO, TUMI IS THE 
ULTIMATE CHOICE. 

Since 1975, TUMI has been creating world-class business and travel essentials, 

designed to upgrade, uncomplicate, and beautify all aspects of life on the 

move. Blending flawless functionality with a spirit of ingenuity, we’re committed 

to empowering journeys as a lifelong partner to movers and makers in pursuit 

of their passions. For over 40 years, TUMI is a gift that is always appreciated, 

admired and remembered.

TUMI’s steadfast commitment to excellence extends far beyond our products. 

We have a dedicated, knowledgeable team of Special Market Representatives 

to guide you through the product selection and fulfillment process. In addition 

to TUMI’s unparalleled product guarantee, we offer essential support services 

including: insertion of custom materials and expert fulfillment of bulk and 

individual shipments. We also offer embossing, debossing and embroidery 

of corporate logos for an additional fee. As an added bonus, TUMI offers our 

complimentary Tracer® program on many items. This exclusive program helps 

reunite TUMI customers with their lost or stolen bags.

Discover TUMI’s comprehensive array of carefully curated products of new 

arrivals and timeless bestsellers in this catalog. We trust you will find it helpful 

and look forward to working with you to fulfill your corporate gift, reward and 

incentive needs.
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19 DEGREE

36860 International Carry-On
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this super durable carry-on boasts a modern silhouette with fluid looking, 
strategically contoured angles. Ideally designed for short, overnight trips and 
travel within Europe and other international destinations. As with all metals, wear 
and tear, including nicks, dings and slight denting, is to be anticipated and carried 
with pride for a journey well-traveled. To further add to the unique characteristics 
of your travel case, we’ve packed a variety of vintage-inspired decorative stickers 
inside your case. Upon delivery, this item will require a signature.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

   

SILVER MATTE BLACK EMBER 

98817-1776 98817-4386 98817-7236

36861 Continental Carry-On
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this super durable carry-on boasts a modern silhouette with fluid looking, 
strategically contoured angles. Ideal for the frequent traveler, it is designed to 
meet most domestic carriers’ carry-on guidelines and offers a roomy interior for 
several days of travel. As with all metals, wear and tear, including nicks, dings 
and slight denting, is to be anticipated and carried with pride for a journey well-
traveled. To further add to the unique characteristics of your travel case, we’ve 
packed a variety of vintage-inspired decorative stickers inside your case.

56cm x 42cm x 23cm

  

SILVER MATTE BLACK 

98820-1776 98820-4386
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19 DEGREE

36864 Short Trip Packing Case
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this super durable case boasts a modern silhouette with fluid looking, 
strategically contoured angles. Perfectly sized for quick trips and long weekends. 
As with all metals, wear and tear, including nicks, dings and slight denting, is to 
be anticipated and carried with pride for a journey well-traveled. To further add 
to the unique characteristics of your travel case, we’ve packed a variety of 
vintage-inspired decorative stickers inside your case. Upon delivery, this item will 
require a signature.

66cm x 44,5cm x 25,5cm 

   

SILVER MATTE BLACK EMBER 

98821-1776 98821-4386 98821-7236

36869 Extended Trip Packing Case
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this super durable carry-on boasts a modern silhouette with fluid looking, 
strategically contoured angles. This larger hardside case is ideal for longer 
business or leisure trips, or when two are traveling together. As with all metals, 
wear and tear, including nicks, dings and slight denting, is to be anticipated and 
carried with pride for a journey well-traveled. To further add to the unique 
characteristics of your travel case, we’ve packed a variety of vintage-inspired 
decorative stickers inside your case. Upon delivery, this item will require a 
signature.

77,5cm x 51cm x 28cm 

   

SILVER MATTE BLACK EMBER 

98824-1776 98824-4386 98824-7236

36847 Worldwide Trip Packing Case
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this hardside case is our largest size within the collection. As with all 
metals, wear and tear, including nicks, dings and slight denting, is to be anticipated 
and carried with pride for a journey well-traveled. To further add to the unique 
characteristics of your travel case, we’ve packed a variety of vintage-inspired 
decorative stickers inside your case.

86,5cm x 56cm x 32cm

  

SILVER MATTE BLACK 

98814-1776 98814-4386
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ARRIVÉ

255961 Aberdeen Continental Expandable Carry-On
This handsome dual-access carry-on suitcase is excellent for quick trips and 
expands for longer adventures. The tailored interior includes mesh pockets, a 
packing cube, and shoe bags. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

56cm x 40,5cm x 23cm

BLACK 

97950-1041

255663 McAllen Wheeled Brief with Laptop Insert
An overnight business traveler’s dream, this refined wheeled brief merges effortless 
4-wheel maneuverability and superior functionality with incomparable style. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

39,5cm x 44,5cm x 20,5cm

BLACK 

97947-1041
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ARRIVÉ

7

255964 Macarthur Short Trip Expandable Packing Case
This expanding luggage case is ideal for a weeklong trip and includes its own 
shoe bag and zip-in packing cube. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

66cm x 48,5cm x 33cm

BLACK 

97951-1041

255969 Stanley Extended Trip Expandable Packing Case
Ideal for longer trips near and far, this large case includes thoughtful details like 
shoe bags, a removable suitor section, and a zip-in packing cube. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

78,5cm x 56cm x 33cm

BLACK 

97952-1041

255960 Gatwick International Expandable Carry-On
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, the new collection boasts a wealth 
of enhancements, including high-polish chrome retractable handles, a lightly-
padded pocket lined with a non-abrasive microfiber suede that provides additional 
protection, and sleek magnetic zippers. A perfect carry-on companion for your 
journey.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

 

BLACK NAVY 

97949-1041 97948-1596

955960 Gatwick International Expandable Leather Carry-On
This expandable leather carry-on is the perfect companion for a journey in style. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

TAUPE 

103448-1853
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255002 Sawyer Brief
Designed with today’s digitally driven business professional in mind, this ultra-
modern, sophisticated brief is an unmistakable standout in any crowd. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 9cm

 

BLACK NAVY

97914-1041 97912-1596 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

955012 Sawyer Leather Brief 

TAUPE 

102312-1853

255001 Hamilton Slim Brief
This slim brief comes with a removable crossbody strap for added versatility and 
accommodates a 15” laptop. It’s a handsome alternative to carrying your larger 
work bag when traveling. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

29cm x 39,5cm x 5,75cm

 

BLACK NAVY 

97911-1041 

ALSO AVAILABLE:

955001 Hamilton Leather Brief 

TAUPE 

102311-1853

ARRIVÉ

255004 Barkely Brief
Ultra-modern details like sleek, magnetic zippers and microfiber-suede lined 
pockets take this brief to the next level of utility and sophistication. It easily fits 
your laptop and other digital essentials—bringing together form and function.

30cm x 40cm x 10,75cm

BLACK 

109715-1041

255032 Richmond Travel Kit
Complete with an anti-bacterial lining, keep this travel kit on a counter top or in 
your carry-on. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.

19cm x 27,5cm x 9,5cm

BLACK 

97932-1041
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255031 Lucas Crossbody
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, the new collection boasts a wealth 
of enhancements, including polished chrome accents, a lightly-padded pocket 
lined with a non-abrasive microfiber suede that provides additional protection, 
and sleek magnetic zippers. This crossbody bag features an adjustable shoulder 
strap and a multitude of organizational pockets for documents, business cards 
and other essentials.

30,5cm x 27,5cm x 5,75cm

BLACK 

97930-1041

255011 Logan Backpack
This refined looking backpack features padded backpack straps for comfortable 
hands-free journeys and plentiful pockets to safeguard allof your daily essentials. 
Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection that features 
high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in refined details.
 

38cm x 33cm x 11,5cm

BLACK 

97920-1041

255012 Bradley Backpack
Packed with pockets with dedicated compartments for both a laptop and tablet, 
this urbane backpack never goes unnoticed and virtually doubles as your office 
on the go. Inspired by automotive design, Arrivé is a modern luxury collection 
that features high-polish chrome, sleek magnetic zippers, and the ultimate in 
refined details.

43cm x 35,5cm x 16,5cm

BLACK 

97922-1041

ALSO AVAILABLE:

955012 Bradley Backpack 

TAUPE 

102315-1853

ARRIVÉ

255030 Owen Crossbody
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, this versatile crossbody silhouette 
has an adjustable shoulder strap, quick-access pockets for small essentials, and 
can even accommodate your iPad. Take it anywhere and everywhere.

27,5cm x 24cm x 5cm

 

BLACK NAVY 

97928-1041 97926-1596
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CFX

353253 Bayview Travel Duffel
The pinnacle of luxury and innovation. TUMI’s exclusive, American-made carbon 
fiber CX6™ is dense, intricately woven and engineered by using a superior wet 
infusion process, adapted to bring high strength, low stretch and lightweight 
performance properties to your travel bags and accessories. This expertly crafted 
duffel is exceptionally durable, stylish, and features a wide center opening that 
allows the bag to open completely, so you can pack it like a suitcase. Foldable 
curtains with a leather snap tab let you choose whether to divide the space or 
use it like a traditional duffel.

33,5cm x 45cm x 23cm

CARBON 

109714-1164

353256 Carbon Fiber Morley Backpack
The pinnacle of luxury and innovation. TUMI’s exclusive, American-made carbon 
fiber CX6™ is dense, intricately woven and engineered by using a superior wet 
infusion process, adapted to bring high strength, low stretch and lightweight 
performance properties to your travel bags and accessories. This handsome, 
expertly-crafted backpack elevates your work week wardrobe and eases your 
commute thanks to dedicated tech storage and numerous organizational pockets.

41,5cm x 31cm x 18cm

CARBON 

103312-1164
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CFX

353650 Carbon Fiber Braden Portfolio Brief
The pinnacle of luxury and innovation. TUMI’s exclusive, American-made carbon 
fiber CX6™ is dense, intricately woven and engineered by using a superior wet 
infusion process, adapted to bring high strength, low stretch and lightweight 
performance properties to your travel bags and accessories. This slim, sophisticated 
brief, accented with refined leather, instantly elevates your style profile.

29cm x 38cm x 4,5cm

CARBON 

103311-1164

353255 Carbon Fiber Coleford Brief
The pinnacle of luxury and innovation. TUMI’s exclusive, American-made carbon 
fiber CX6™ is dense, intricately woven and engineered by using a superior wet 
infusion process, adapted to bring high strength, low stretch and lightweight 
performance properties to your travel bags and accessories. This handsome, 
high-design business brief will elevate your work look while keeping your work 
essentials in order.

32cm x 42cm x 9cm

CARBON 

103308-1164

353254 Carbon Fiber Grays Slim Brief
The pinnacle of luxury and innovation. TUMI’s exclusive, American-made carbon 
fiber CX6™ is dense, intricately woven and engineered by using a superior wet 
infusion process, adapted to bring high strength, low stretch and lightweight 
performance properties to your travel bags and accessories. This expertly-crafted 
business brief is exceptionally durable, stylish and laptop friendly. Carry it by hand 
or across your body.

30,5cm x 41,5cm x 9cm

CARBON 

103309-1164
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ASHTON

333060 Arcadia International Expandable Carry-On
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. This 4-wheel 
compact and expandable carry-on is ideal for short, overnight trips and travel 
within Europe and other international locations. The main compartment expands 
by 2” (5cm) and features a suiter component.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm

GREY 

98768-1408

333061 Reeves Continental Expandable Carry-On
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. With its shorter 
and wider configuration, it offers the packing capacity of a 22” case, fits easily 
in the overhead and will be accepted by most domestic airlines and many 
international carriers. The main compartment expands 2” (5cm) and features a 
suiter component.

56cm x 40cm x 24cm

GREY 

98769-1408
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ASHTON

333159 Lenox Duffel
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. Ideally sized for 
weekend escapes or overnight business, this well-made and exceptionally durable 
duffel in Italian coated canvas is designed to endure regardless of the miles you 
put on it.

30,5cm x 49,5cm x 22cm

GREY 

98770-1408

333257 Dresden Flap Backpack
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. An exceptionally 
well-designed, tech-savvy backpack for today’s multitasking commuter, this 
durable flap backpack has dedicated space for your laptop, iPad and much more.

42cm x 29cm x 17cm

GREY 

98776-1408

933159 Lenox Leather Duffel
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. Ideally sized for 
weekend escapes or overnight business, this well-made and exceptionally durable 
duffel in leather is designed to endure regardless of the miles you put on it.

30,5cm x 49,5cm x 22cm

BLACK 

102223-1041

933257 Dresden Flap Leather Backpack
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. An exceptionally 
well-designed, tech-savvy backpack for today’s multitasking commuter, this 
durable flap backpack has dedicated space for your laptop, iPad and much more.

42cm x 29cm x 17cm

BLACK

98776-1408
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333256 Morrison Backpack
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. This handsome, 
expertly-crafted backpack elevates your work week wardrobe and eases your 
commute thanks to dedicated tech-smart accommodations and numerous 
organizational pockets.

41,5cm x 31cm x 18cm

GREY 

98775-1408

933256 Morrison Leather Backpack
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. This handsome, 
expertly-crafted backpack elevates your work week wardrobe and eases your 
commute thanks to dedicated tech-smart accommodations and numerous 
organizational pockets.

41,5cm x 31cm x 18cm

BLACK 

102228-1041

933259 Kenton Foldover Leather Backpack
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. This fashion-
forward leather backpack doesn’t sacrifice one bit of functionality, featuring 
dedicated laptop and tablet pockets, dual access (both from the foldover flap 
and a side quick-grab zip pocket), and a quick-access phone pocket.

44,5 cm x 39,6cm x 12,75cm

BLACK 

103560-1041

93317 Palmer Flap Brief
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious, sophisticated styles 
with a relaxed, sporty attitude. This classic, structured design is perfectly 
proportioned to hold both your documents and tech devices. It unlocks to a 
multitude of internal pockets aimed to organize and protect your important 
items—making this brief the ultimate combination of convenience, security, and 
style.

29cm x 38cm x 8,5cm

BLACK 

109717-1041

ASHTON
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233261 Benton Double Zip Brief
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious, sophisticated styles 
with a relaxed, sporty attitude. Elevate your everyday with this handsome, durable 
brief. Designed to carry everything from your laptop and your tablet to smaller 
essentials, it brings convenience and style to your life. Carry it by hand or over 
your shoulder with the removable strap.

30,5cm x 40cm x 9cm

GREY 

109732-1408

933261 Benton Double Zip Brief
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious, sophisticated styles 
with a relaxed, sporty attitude. Elevate your everyday with this handsome, durable 
brief. Designed to carry everything from your laptop and your tablet to smaller 
essentials, it brings convenience and style to your life. Carry it by hand or over 
your shoulder with the removable strap.

30,5cm x 40cm x 9cm

BLACK 

109718-1041

333258 Raymond Travel Kit
The Ashton collection introduces a modern array of luxurious styles with a relaxed, 
sporty attitude in a sophisticated execution for today’s traveler. This strong, 
sophisticated, well-made travel kit is the quintessential must-have for weekends 
away and far-flung journeys.

14cm x 25,5cm x 12,5cm

GREY 

98777-1408

144 Personalization Kit
Customize your Morrison Leather Backpack with this personalization kit that 
includes a luggage tag, monogram patch, and snap-on speed clip strap.

15cm x 18cm x 5cm 

   

ATLANTIC  EMBER  MARIGOLD WHITE

109724-L017 109724-7236 109724-T297 109724-1908

ASHTON
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26627 4 Wheeled Deluxe Brief with Laptop Case
This versatile wheeled design is really two briefs in one. The expandable main 
compartment features file dividers, elastic pockets, and a removable laptop sleeve 
(fits screens up to 17”). Sleeve has detachable strap and carry handles, making 
it completely functional on its own. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from 
TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

39,5cm x 44,5cm x 25,5cm

BLACK 

98297-1041

96627 4 Wheeled Deluxe Leather Brief with Laptop Case
his versatile wheeled design is really two briefs in one. The expandable main 
compartment features file dividers, elastic pockets, and a removable laptop sleeve 
(fits screens up to 17”). Sleeve has detachable strap and carry handles, making 
it completely functional on its own. Select styles come outfitted with a colorful 
TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) 
for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

39,5cm x 44,5cm x 25,5cm

BLACK 

102488-1041

TUMI ALPHA
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26624 4 Wheeled Compact Brief
This versatile and compact wheeled case makes taking your business on the road 
a breeze. The main compartment expands 2“, and you have the option to carry 
it by hand or wheel it wherever you need to travel. Features include a removable 
file divider/laptop compartment (holds 15“ laptop), and numerous organizer 
pockets. Select styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage 
tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part 
of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

40,5cm x 40,5cm x 21,5cm 

BLACK 

98294-1041

TUMI ALPHA

22561 Continental Expandable 4 Wheeled Front Lid Carry-On
This exceptional continental carry-on features an innovative split-case entry to 
the main compartment, allowing you the freedom to separate items and open 
for quick and immediate access to your travel necessities. Designed to meet the 
carry-on size requirements for travel within Europe and Asia. Includes removable 
suiter section with fiberglass rod to keep two suits in shape. Select styles come 
outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, handle 
wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made 
from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

66cm x 48,5cm x 33cm

 

BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

103988-1041 109604-7240

22907 International 4 Wheeled Slim Carry-On
This compact carry on has been sized to fit the specifications for many 
international airlines. The slimmer profile, along with handles on the top and 
bottom, make it easy to grab from the overhead compartment. The interior 
features a suiter section in the lid, designed with a hanger bracket to keep 
your formal clothing neat (TUMI-engineered hanger sold separately (#0052). 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® 
ballistic nylon.

55cm x 40cm x 20cm 

BLACK 

97649-1041

22061 Continental Expandable 4 Wheeled Carry-On
With its shorter and wider configuration, this case offers the packing capacity of 
a 22“ case, fits easily in the overhead, and will be accepted by most domestic 
airlines and many international carriers. The main compartment expands 2“ (5cm) 
and features a suiter component. Note that TUMI-engineered hanger is sold 
separately (#0052). Select styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit 
(luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional 
cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable 
FXT® ballistic nylon.

56cm x 40,5cm x 23cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103833-1688 96859-1041
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22616 International 4 Wheeled Office Carry-On
This exceptionally sturdy case is both compact and expandable 2” or 5cm. Crafted 
from our ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon, it features a laptop compartment and 
a multitude of organizer pockets. Suiter section perfect for short overnight stays. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMIs patented, ultra-durable FXT® 
ballistic nylon. 

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm

BLACK 

97521-1041

22020 Intl Exp 2 Wheel Carry-On
This compact and expandable 2-wheel carry-on is ideal for everything from quick 
weekend getaways to international travel. Zipper expansion allows for up to 2” 
(5cm) additional space in the main compartment. Built-in suiter sleeve ensures 
clothing stays wrinkle free. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s 
patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.
56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm

BLACK 

96708-1041

TUMI ALPHA

22060 International Expandable 4 Wheeled Carry-On
Ideal for everything from weekend getaways to short overnight trips and 
international travel. Zipper expansion allows for up to 2” (5cm) additional space 
in the main compartment. Built-in suiter sleeve (TUMI-engineered hanger sold 
separately (#0052)). Select styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents 
Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional 
cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable 
FXT® ballistic nylon.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103832-1688 96843-1041

22560 Front Lid International Carry-On
For European journeys and beyond, this exceptional international carry-on 
features an innovative front lid, which allows you the freedom to separate 
specific items from others, opening for quick access to your belongings. 
Designed to meet the carry-on size requirements for travel within Europe and 
Asia. Includes removable suiter section with fiberglass rod to keep two suits in 
shape. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented,  
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon. 

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

 

BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

97503-1041 109605-7240
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TUMI ALPHA

22064 Short Trip Expandable 4 Wheeled Packing Case
This versatile 4-wheel luggage case with a multi-level, expandable main 
compartment is ideal for 3-6 day trips. Features removable garment sleeve that 
holds up to two suits (TUMI-engineered hanger sold separately (#0052). Select 
styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram 
patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

66cm x 48,5cm x 33cm

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103834-1688 96869-1041

22564 Front Lid Short Trip Packing Case
For shorter trips or extended weekends, this packing case features an innovative 
split-case front entry to the main compartment, allowing you the freedom to 
separate items and open for quick and immediate access to your travel necessities. 
TUMI’s Lever Lock™ Expansion System provides two stages of expansion for 
additional packing space. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMIs 
patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon. 
66cm x 48,5cm x 33cm

 

BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

96708-1041 109607-7240

22067 Medium Trip Expandable 4 Wheeled Packing Case
This roomy and versatile case makes packing a breeze. Main compartment features 
TUMI’s easy-to-use Lever Lock™ Expansion System that allows for up to 2.5 inches 
of additional space. Reinforced garment sleeve holds up to two suits (TUMI-
engineered hanger sold separately (#0052). Select styles come outfitted with a 
colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper 
pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s 
patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

73,5cm x 51cm x 33cm

BLACK 

96883-1041

22567 Front Lid Medium Trip Packing Case
This roomy and versatile 4-wheel case features an innovative split-case front 
entry to the main compartment, allowing you the freedom to separate items and 
open for quick and immediate access to your necessities. TUMI’s Lever Lock™ 
Expansion System provides two-stages of expansion for additional packing space. 
Includes removable suiter section with fiberglass rod to keep two suits in shape. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® 
ballistic nylon.

73,5cm x 51cm x 33cm

NAVY RESTORATION 

109606-7240
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22069 Extended Trip Expandable 4 Wheeled Packing Case
This extra-roomy and versatile 4-wheel case features a multi-level, expandable 
main compartment that lets you pack it all. Removable, reinforced garment sleeve 
holds up to two suits (TUMI-engineered hanger sold separately (#0052). Select 
styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram 
patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

78,5cm x 56cm x 33cm

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103836-1688 96891-1041

22647 Worldwide Trip Expandable 4 Wheeled Packing Case
Great for extended trips, this packing case features an extra-large main compartment 
that can be expanded up to 2.5 inches. Multiple interior zip pockets for organizing 
smaller essentials, two exterior zip pockets to access items easily. Part of our 
Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMIs patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon. 

86,5cm x 55cm x 32cm

BLACK 

97547-1041

TUMI ALPHA

22038 Carry-On 4 Wheel Garment 
Indispensable for the frequent traveler, this carry-on garment bag features a 
unique 4-wheel design that allows you to easily roll the bag down a narrow 
airplane aisle. The roomy interior features a zippered section that accommodates 
a suit. Two removable zipper pouches are perfect for accessories. A large zip 
exterior pocket has a divider that can be opened to increase storage space. Part 
of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

37cm x 56cm x 23cm

BLACK 

96795-1041

22635 4 Wheeled Medium Trip Garment Bag 
Our full-feature garment bag makes traveling with suits or dresses a breeze. The 
roomy main compartment includes a bracket for hanging those items that need 
to stay neat (TUMI-engineered hanger sold separately (#0052), as well as a 
designated spot for two pairs of shoes. A large exterior compartment allows for 
additional clothing. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

51cm x 64cm x 33cm 

BLACK 

97538-1041
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22636 4 Wheeled Extended Trip Garment Bag
Our longer, full-feature garment bag brings flawless functionality and complete 
convenience to traveling with suits, coats and dresses. It’s designed to hold up 
to six TUMI-engineered hangers (sold separately (#0052)), and includes a 
designated shoe pocket that holds up to three pairs. A large exterior compartment 
allows for additional clothing. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s 
patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

61cm x 64cm x 33cm 

BLACK 

97542-1041

22135 Garment Cover
Slim and sleek, this garment cover is an effortless way to transport and protect 
a single suit or other important item of clothing. Features an integrated hanger 
hook and leather top handle for easy carrying. Exterior and interior pockets store 
smaller accessories.
53,5cm x 59,5cm x 5cm

BLACK 

96966-1041

TUMI ALPHA

22137 Tri-Fold Carry-On Garment Bag
A must-have for the business traveler. Carry up to two suits with you in this 
convenient, compact design and still have room for toiletries. Part of our Alpha 
2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

38cm x 56cm x 15cm 

BLACK 

96971-1041

22138 Classic Garment Bag
Meet our signature garment bag for traveling professionals. Exceptionally durable, 
it holds 1-2 suits and keeps them neat. Interior and exterior organizer pockets 
add convenience. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

45,5cm x 61cm x 18cm 

BLACK 

96975-1041
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22043 Large Wheeled Split Duffel
This large, easy-access duffel can handle all of your gear and offers the convenience 
of wheeled luggage. Split into two large compartments, the bag features a divider 
curtain that can be unzipped to create one oversized packing space. Select styles 
come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, 
handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, 
made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

40,5cm x 77cm x 35,5cm 

BLACK 

96815-1041

22652 4 Wheeled Compact Duffel 
Featuring a roomy main compartment, lots of interior and exterior organizer 
pockets, including a padded tablet sleeve, our Compact Duffel delivers elegance 
and efficiency that’s perfect for a weekend getaway or other short travel adventure. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMIs patented, ultra-durable FXT® 
ballistic nylon. 

38cm x 51cm x 24cm

BLACK 

97550-1041

22159 Double Expansion Satchel
With an impressive 13” of expanded depth to maximize your packing capacity, 
this exceptionally strong travel satchel is the one to grab for long weekends. 
A generous front pocket allows you quick and easy access to key essentials. 
Select styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, 
monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of 
our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

29cm x 47cm x 23cm 

   

PEWTER BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

103792-1688 97022-1041 109722-7240

22126 Framed Soft Duffel
We constructed this carry-on size duffle with a framed opening that allows for full 
and easy access into the main compartment and adds structure to an otherwise 
“soft” bag. Multiple interior and exterior pockets for organizing smaller items, a 
padded pocket for a tablet or 15” laptop, and a wet/shoe pocket with an exterior 
zip opening. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-
durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

34,5cm x 45,5cm x 23cm

BLACK 

96947-1041

TUMI ALPHA
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96578 TUMI T-Pass® Business Class Leather Brief Pack®
Traveling with your laptop just got easier. This TUMI T-Pass® laptop Brief Pack® 
is designed to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go through 
security without removing your laptop from the case*. The rear laptop section 
must be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning of the laptop 
section. Back is padded for comfort. Made from TUMI’s full-grain nappa leather. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection.

42cm x 30,5cm x 20,5cm

BLACK 

102478-1041

26578 TUMI T-Pass® Business Class Brief Pack®
Traveling with your laptop just got easier. This TUMI T-Pass® laptop Brief Pack® 
is designed to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go through 
security without removing your laptop from the case*. The rear laptop section 
must be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning of the laptop 
section. (Accommodates laptops up to 15”.) Back is padded for comfort. Part of 
our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

42cm x 30,5cm x 20,5cm 

   

PEWTER BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

103797-1688 98278-1041 109719-7240

* The TSA reserves the right to ask anyone to remove a laptop from its case, or re-screen any laptop or case.

TUMI ALPHA
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26177 Slim Solutions Brief Pack®
A slim profile that’s perfect for an understated work look, this brief pack features 
a padded laptop pocket (fits screens up to 15”), a tablet sleeve, as well as a 
multitude of interior and exterior pockets to keep you organized on the go. We 
designed one of the exterior side zip pockets with a waterproof lining for your 
water bottle or umbrella. Padded adjustable straps ensure comfort.

40,5cm x 33cm x 15cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103795-1688 98171-1041

26173 Compact Laptop Brief Pack®
Ideal for commuters, students, and business travelers alike, this well-organized 
backpack carries what you need without being bulky. The main compartment 
includes a padded laptop section, padded tablet pocket, and removable file 
divider, as well as accessory pockets. The exterior offers multiple pockets including 
one for a water bottle or umbrella. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from 
TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

40,5cm x 31cm x 18cm 

BLACK 

98161-1041

26145 TUMI T-Pass® Expandable Laptop Brief
Traveling with your laptop just got easier. This expandable TUMI T-Pass® laptop 
brief is designed to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go 
through security without removing your laptop from the case*. The split-opening 
case must be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning of your 
laptop. Embossed leather handles and patented articulating shoulder strap is 
designed to stay comfortably in place. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from 
TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 14cm

BLACK 

98097-1041

26516 TUMI T-Pass® Medium Screen Laptop Slim Brief
Traveling with your laptop just got easier. This TUMI T-Pass® laptop brief is 
designed to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go through 
security without removing your laptop from the case*. The split-opening case 
must be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning of your 
laptop. (Accommodates laptops up to 15”.) Embossed leather carry handles and 
patented articulating shoulder strap designed to comfortably stay in place. 
Select styles come outfitted with a colorful TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, 
monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) for an additional cost. Part of 
our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 7,5cm 

   

PEWTER BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

103798-1688 98259-1041 109720-7240

* The TSA reserves the right to ask anyone to remove a laptop from its case, or re-screen any laptop or case.

TUMI ALPHA
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26120 Small Screen Expandable Laptop Brief
This smaller, expandable brief offers versatility and smart organization. The main 
compartment expands by 1.25”, features a dedicated laptop compartment (for 
screens up to 13”), a pocket for your tablet, and a zip pocket, as well as additional 
interior pockets for accessories. The exterior features pockets for easy-access 
items, including a waterproof pocket that’s perfect for a water bottle or umbrella. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® 
ballistic nylon.

28cm x 37cm x 9,5cm

BLACK 

98044-1041

26132 Organizer Brief
Featuring two sizable main compartments and a magnetic pocket in the center, 
this larger, hardworking briefcase has the space and a place for everything.  
A padded laptop section fits screens up to 15” and the second section is open, 
keeping it completely versatile. The exterior has a front U-zip pocket that opens 
fully for easy access to smaller organizer pockets. A front slip-in pocket with a 
hidden magnetic snap is perfect for stowing your cell phone. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

31cm x 40,5cm x 12,75cm

BLACK 

98068-1041

26115 Triple Compartment Brief 
Perfect for keeping organized on the go, this slim, on-trend business bag features 
dedicated laptop and tablet compartments and a quick-access center section 
with magnetic closure. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon. Fits up to 17” laptop.
28,5cm x 38,5cm x 7,5cm

BLACK 

103562-1041

TUMI ALPHA

96132 Organizer Leather Brief
Featuring two sizable main compartments and a magnetic pocket in the center, 
this larger, hardworking briefcase has the space and a place for everything. A 
padded laptop section fits screens up to 15”; the second section is open, keeping 
it completely versatile. The exterior has a front U-zip pocket that opens fully for 
easy access to smaller organizer pockets. A front slip-in pocket with a hidden 
magnetic snap is perfect for stowing your cell phone. Made from TUMI’s full-grain 
nappa leather with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining. Part of our 
Alpha 2 Collection.

31cm x 40,5cm x 12,75cm

BLACK 

102395-1041
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96110 Slim Deluxe Leather Portfolio
This slim portfolio-style brief features a zip-around opening for easy access into 
the main compartment. The interior features a padded tablet pocket, and multiple 
pockets for tech and business accessories. Our patented removable/adjustable 
shoulder strap is designed to stay comfortably in place. Made from TUMI’s  
full-grain nappa leather with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining. 
Part of our Alpha 2 Collection.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 7,5cm

BLACK 

102359-1041

96141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Leather Brief
With a removable laptop sleeve (for computers up to 15”), an expandable main 
compartment, and a separate accordion file section, this brief provides exceptional 
versatility and organization. Features include a padded tablet pocket and multiple 
pockets for accessories. The exterior has two U-zip pockets including one with 
a waterproof lining for an umbrella or water bottle. Made from TUMI’s full-grain 
nappa leather with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining. Part of our 
Alpha 2 Collection.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 14cm

BLACK 

102403-1041

26110 Slim Deluxe Portfolio
This slim portfolio-style brief features a zip-around opening for easy access into 
the main compartment. The interior features a padded tablet pocket, and multiple 
pockets for tech and business accessories. Made from TUMI’s signature FXT 
ballistic nylon® with a patented removable/adjustable shoulder strap that is 
designed to stay comfortably in place. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 7,5cm

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103794-1688 98014-1041

26141 Expandable Organizer Laptop Brief
With a removable laptop sleeve (for computers up to 15”), an expandable main 
compartment, and a separate accordion file section, this brief provides exceptional 
versatility and organization. Features include a padded tablet pocket and 
multiple pockets for accessories. The exterior has two U-zip pockets including 
one with a waterproof lining for an umbrella or water bottle. The patented 
articulating shoulder strap is designed to stay comfortably in place. Part of our 
Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic 
nylon.

30,5cm x 40,5cm x 14cm 

   

PEWTER BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

103793-1688 98079-1041 109727-7240
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TUMI ALPHA

26114 Compact Large Screen Laptop Brief 
This slim, well-organized brief is perfect for commuters, students, and frequent 
business travelers alike. Features include a padded laptop compartment that fits 
up to 17“ screens, a padded tablet pocket, and a zip pocket. Our patented 
articulating shoulder strap is designed to stay comfortably in place. Part of our 
Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

33cm x 44,5cm x 9cm 

BLACK 

98032-1041

26180 Three Way Brief
With the option to carry as a brief, backpack, or tote, our Three-Way Brief offers 
the multitasking business traveler the utmost in versatility. Features include a 
padded laptop section (fits screens up to 15”), a tablet pocket, and a multitude 
of interior and exterior pockets to keep you organized. Adjustable backpack 
straps tuck away when not in use. Select styles come outfitted with a colorful 
TUMI Accents Kit (luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap, zipper pull ties) 
for an additional cost. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

30,5cm x 42cm x 15cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

103796-1688 98185-1041

96108 Organizer Portfolio Leather Brief
Ideal for your daily commute, this slim-profile leather brief optimizes both 
organization and comfort. The main compartment features a file divider perfect 
for documents, as well as a padded tablet pocket, and multiple smaller pockets 
for your tech and business accessories. Made from TUMI’s full-grain nappa leather 
with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection.

32cm x 42cm x 9cm

BLACK 

102357-1041

26108 Organizer Portfolio Brief
Ideal for your daily commute, this slim-profile brief optimizes both organization 
and comfort. The main compartment features a file divider perfect for documents, 
as well as a padded tablet pocket, and multiple small pockets for your tech and 
business accessories. Made from TUMI’s signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a 
patented removable/adjustable shoulder strap that is designed to stay comfortably 
in place. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection.

32cm x 42cm x 9cm

 

BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

98004-1041 109726-7240
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TUMI ALPHA

042 Electronic Cord Pouch
This zippered pouch is ideal for carrying cords and cables for electronics or 
other accessory items. Slim design fits neatly into Tumi laptop and business 
cases. 

5cm x 7,5cm x 23cm 

BLACK 

99046-1041

26201 Messenger
Expertly designed, this impressive messenger bag offers two versatile ways to 
access the main compartment and features TUMI’s renowned organizational 
components inside. Strong, secure and stylish, it’s the ultimate go-to style for 
urban explorers. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s patented, 
ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

33cm x 38cm x 11,5cm

BLACK 

98223-1041

26164 Medium Laptop Cover
Slip your laptop into something sleek, functional, and protective. Featuring a 
secure zip closure, and convenient interior and exterior accessory pockets, this 
sleeve is made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon with just 
a touch of spandex for a perfect fit for your 12“ to 13“ laptop. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection. 
23,5cm x 32cm x 2,5cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

104568-1688 98141-1041

ALSO AVAILABLE:

26165 Large Laptop Cover
26cm x 37,5cm x 2,5cm 

  

PEWTER BLACK 

104562-1688 98145-1041

22117 Medium Travel Tote
This versatile tote makes an ideal companion for all your travel—from a distant 
journey to your daily commute. With a main compartment that expands by 2.75“, 
pockets for your tablet and phone, it offers organization inside and out. Top carry 
handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, 
made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

34,5cm x 27cm x 12,75cm 

BLACK 

96927-1041
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92110 Leather Pocket Bag Small
Simple and sleek, this small bag elegantly carries your travel or everyday 
essentials with you in a secure, cross-body design. Designed with multiple 
interior and exterior pockets. Shoulder strap is adjustable. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection, made from TUMI’s full-grain nappa leather.

24cm x 20,5cm x 3,75cm

BLACK 

101984-1041

22190 Travel Kit
This classic travel kit features an easy-access U-zip opening to the main 
compartment. Elastic loops on the inside cover are perfect for securing smaller 
items such as your toothbrush and razor. Designed to fit into the exterior U-zip 
pockets of many TUMI travel bags. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from 
TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

9,5cm x 16cm x 28cm 

BLACK 

97073-1041

22110 Pocket Bag Small
Simple and discreet, this small bag elegantly carries your travel or everyday 
essentials with you in a secure, cross-body design. Designed with multiple interior 
and exterior pockets, including a TUMI signature red-lined pocket. Shoulder strap 
is adjustable. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-
durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

24cm x 20,5cm x 3,75cm 

 

BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

96913-1041 109721-7240

22116 Organizer Travel Tote
Sized just right for travel across town or around the world, you‘ll find room for all 
your essentials in this expandable tote. Main compartment expands 2“ and the 
back zip-around section features multiple pockets and slots, perfect for everything 
from your passport to your phone. Adjustable shoulder strap. Part of our Alpha 2 
Collection, made from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

30cm x 22cm x 11,5cm 

BLACK 

96924-1041
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92193 Split Leather Travel Kit
Versatile and functional, this compact kit holds all of your essentials, whether 
you’re embarking on a journey or heading to the gym. The interior features three 
zip pockets, all with clear windows so you can see what’s inside. The carry handle 
unsnaps so you can attach it to a towel bar. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made 
from TUMI’s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.
14cm x 21,5cm x 9cm

BLACK 

97086-1041

92191 Hanging Leather Travel Kit
This versatile leather travel kit fits everything you need and keeps it well organized. 
Designed to hang from most fixtures or sit on flat surfaces, it features an easy-
access U-zip opening to the main compartment and two convenient exterior 
side-zip pockets. The interior has more pockets, as well as small elastic loops, 
and an anti-bacterial lining. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI‘s 
full-grain nappa leather.

10,25cm x 30cm x 20,5cm

BLACK 

102112-1041

22191 Hanging Travel Kit
This versatile travel kit fits everything you need and keeps it well organized. 
Designed to hang from most fixtures or sit on flat surfaces, it features an easy-
access U-zip opening to the main compartment and two convenient exterior 
side-zip pockets. The interior has more pockets, as well as small elastic loops, 
and an anti-bacterial lining. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made from TUMI’s 
patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

10,25cm x 30cm x 20,5cm 

BLACK 

97078-1041

22193 Split Travel Kit
Versatile and functional, this compact kit holds all of your essentials, whether 
you’re embarking on a journey or heading to the gym. The interior features three 
zip pockets, all with clear windows so you can see what’s inside. The carry handle 
unsnaps so you can attach it to a towel bar. Part of our Alpha 2 Collection, made 
from TUMI‘s patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon.

14cm x 21,5cm x 9cm

   

PEWTER BLACK NAVY RESTORATION 

104567-1688 97086-1041 104567-7240
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232322 Mccoy Gym Bag
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, this versatile crossbody silhouette 
has an adjustable shoulder strap, quick-access pockets for small essentials, and 
can even accommodate your iPad. Take it anywhere and everywhere.

28cm x 48,5cm x 24cm

BLACK 

103289-1041

232658 Buckley Duffel
Crafted from our ultra-durable Ballistic nylon, this sturdy and stylish travel satchel 
is equipped with a multitude of smart interior and exterior organizational pockets—
including a dedicated laptop pocket. Carry it by top handle or on your shoulder. 
It‘s the perfect weekend bag, carry-on or work-week commuter.

38cm x 48,5cm x 23cm 

BLACK 

103317-1041

232682 Davis Backpack
A versatile and sleek backpack made from our highly durable Ballistic Nylon fabric 
featuring a comfortable, adjustable shoulder strap and precisely designed 
compartments for your laptop, tablet and other daily essentials. Perfect for use 
as a commuter bag or carry-on.

42cm x 29cm x 10,75cm

    

ANTHRACITE BLACK NAVY REFLECTIVE TUNDRA 

103315-1009 103320-1041 103320-1596 103702-7243

232400 Kings Backpack Tote
The Kings Backpack Tote epitomizes functional design blended seamlessly with 
modern style. This bag can be worn as a traditional backpack or carried as a tote. 
It’s roomy enough to fit a 15” laptop and boasts a multitude of pockets, including 
a front pocket with a hidden magnetic snap for quick access to your essentials.

44,5cm x 38cm x 21,5cm

BLACK 

109701-1041
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932388 London Roll Top Leather Backpack
A ruggedly refined leather roll-top backpack, the London holds your laptop, tablet 
and phone plus enough clothes to get you through the weekend. Comfortable, 
padded backpack straps. Top zip closure.

48,5cm x 35,5cm x 15cm

BLACK 

103288-1041

232388 London Roll Top Backpack
A ruggedly refined roll-top backpack, the London comes in TUMI’s signature 
ballistic nylon, which withstands the wear and tear of everyday use. Holds your 
laptop, tablet and phone plus enough clothes to get you through the weekend. 
Comfortable, padded backpack straps. Top zip closure.

48,5cm x 35,5cm x 15cm 

 

BLACK CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

103302-1041 103705-7234

932681 Nellis Leather Backpack
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, the new collection boasts a wealth 
of enhancements, including polished chrome accents, a lightly-padded pocket 
lined with a non-abrasive microfiber suede that provides additional protection, 
and sleek magnetic zippers. This crossbody bag features an adjustable shoulder 
strap and a multitude of organizational pockets for documents, business cards 
and other essentials.

40,5cm x 35,5cm x 16,5cm

 

BLACK DARK BROWN 

103303-1041 103303-1251

232681 Nellis Backpack
A versatile, modern backpack that works perfectly for business, school, commuting 
and travel. Its tall main compartment has a separate compartment for papers or 
files. Features numerous organizer pockets and dedicated space for your laptop 
and tablet; backpack straps have D-rings for attachments.

40,5cm x 35,5cm x 16,5cm

     

ANTHRACITE BLACK NAVY CHARCOAL  REFLECTIVE 

   RESTORATION TUNDRA 

103304-1009 103291-1041 103291-1596 103291-7234 103697-7243
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232389 Sheppard Deluxe Brief Pack®
This impressive backpack has a bevy of interior and exterior organizational pockets 
as well as dedicated space for a laptop, iPad and other digital essentials. Exterior 
pockets include a waterproof pocket for a water bottle or umbrella. Made from 
an exceptionally durable fabric with a top carry handle, comfortable and adjustable 
backpack strap and easy zip access to main compartment.

43cm x 35,5cm x 20,5cm

    

ANTHRACITE BLACK NAVY REFLECTIVE TUNDRA 

103305-1009 103293-1041 103293-1596 103698-7243

232384 Tyndall Utility Backpack
Crafted in nylon, this streamlined yet spacious backpack is equipped with a 
multitude of smart interior and exterior organizational pockets—including larger 
side pockets, a gusseted laptop compartment with space for a tablet, cords, and 
accessories, and a fold-open front flap that gives you access to its roomy main 
compartment.

45,5cm x 30,5cm x 18cm

 

BLACK REFLECTIVE TUNDRA 

109723-1041 109725-7243

232399 Kelley Sling
Durable yet refined, this casual sling is a perfect choice for world travel and 
everyday adventures. Get to the main compartment through the side or the top, 
and stash your phone and other essentials in the handy hidden-snap back pocket.

34,5cm x 15cm x 12,75cm

  

BLACK NAVY CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

109702-1041 109702-1596 109737-7234

932399 Kelley Sling
Durable yet refined, this handsome leather sling is a perfect choice for world 
travel and everyday adventures. Get to the main compartment through the side 
or the top, and stash your phone and other essentials in the handy hidden-snap 
back pocket.

34,5cm x 15cm x 12,75cm

BLACK 

109740-1041
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932390 Aviano Slim Leather Brief
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, this versatile crossbody silhouette 
has an adjustable shoulder strap, quick-access pockets for small essentials, and 
can even accommodate your iPad. Take it anywhere and everywhere.

29cm x 39,5cm x 5cm

 

BLACK DARK BROWN 

103300-1041 103300-1251

232640 Albany Slim Commuter Brief
From our Bravo collection of modern business and travel bags comes this slim 
and well-organized commuter brief. It offers a dedicated laptop compartment 
and another compartment for accessories and files, plus it expands for additional 
capacity. Features an iPad pocket and numerous interior and exterior pockets. 
Top carry handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap.

28cm x 37cm x 12,75cm

  

ANTHRACITE BLACK 

103287-1009 103306-1041

932640 Albany Slim Commuter Leather Brief
TUMI presents the relaunch of its Arrivé collection. Meticulously appointed with 
the finest aesthetic and engineering features, the new collection boasts a wealth 
of enhancements, including polished chrome accents, a lightly-padded pocket 
lined with a non-abrasive microfiber suede that provides additional protection, 
and sleek magnetic zippers. This crossbody bag features an adjustable shoulder 
strap and a multitude of organizational pockets for documents, business cards 
and other essentials.

28cm x 37cm x 12,75cm

 

BLACK DARK BROWN 

103297-1041 103297-1251

232390 Aviano Slim Brief
From our Bravo collection of modern, unstructured day and travel bags comes 
this commuter-ready brief crafted in an exceedingly durable Ballistic fabric. Slim 
and well organized, it offers dedicated laptop and iPad compartments, numerous 
interior and exterior pockets and a removable shoulder strap.

29cm x 39,5cm x 5cm 

   

ANTHRACITE BLACK NAVY 

103307-1009 103314-1041 103314-1596

APHA BRAVO
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232610 Charleston Compact Brief
From our Bravo collection of modern, casual day and travel bags comes this 
compact brief. Ideal for the daily commute, the Charleston features lots of interior 
organizer pockets for electronics and accessories, a dedicated iPad pocket and 
room for files. It has top carry handles and removable shoulder strap. Made from 
our durable Ballistic Nylon fabric with leather trim.

29cm x 38cm x 9cm 

 

BLACK NAVY 

103319-1041 103319-1596

232398 Mountain 3 Way Brief
This innovative day bag works both as a backpack and a brief. Its padded 
shoulder straps and brief handles stow away when not in use, keeping its 
silhouette sleek and comfortable, no matter which way you choose to wear it.

28cm x 40,5cm x 12cm 

 

BLACK NAVY 

103290-1041 103290-1596

232644 Patterson Brief
Instantly upgrade your work wardrobe with this new and exceptionally well-
designed brief from our Bravo collection of modern, casual briefs and travel bags. 
This do-it-all business bag features spacious dual compartments, dedicated space 
for all of your digital devices and robust organization from the inside out.

30cm x 40,5cm x 18cm 

BLACK 

103292-1041

232373 Fallon Messenger
This well-made and exceptionally durable messenger bag is the ultimate commuter. 
Merging urban style and design with superior functionality, it features a comfortable, 
adjustable shoulder strap, a multitude of organizational pockets and easy access 
to the main compartment without undoing the flap.

29cm x 38cm x 10,25cm

BLACK 

103321-1041

APHA BRAVO
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232304 Arnold Zip Flap
A slim and versatile crossbody that works for both travel and everyday use. It 
expands for greater packing capacity and offers a multitude of interior pockets, 
secure top zip closure, a convenient front flap pocket and an adjustable shoulder 
strap.

32cm x 28,5cm x 5,75cm

  

ANTHRACITE BLACK 

103313-1009 103298-1041

932304 Arnold Leather Zip Flap
A slim and versatile leather crossbody that works for both travel and everyday 
use. It expands for greater packing capacity and offers a multitude of interior 
pockets, secure top zip closure, a convenient front flap pocket and an adjustable 
shoulder strap.

32cm x 28,5cm x 5,75cm

BLACK 

103299-1041

932306 Barton Leather Crossbody
Carry your everyday gear or travel essentials in this tall, slim leather crossbody 
design from our Bravo collection. Ruggedly refined, this lightweight commuter-
perfect style features two front zip pockets, an open back pocket, adjustable 
shoulder strap, flap closure and many interior organizer pockets.

24cm x 22cm x 7,5cm

 

BLACK DARK BROWN 

103301-1041 103301-1251

232306 Barton Crossbody
Carry your everyday gear or travel essentials in this tall, slim crossbody design 
from our Bravo collection. Ruggedly refined, this lightweight commuter-perfect 
style features two front zip pockets, an open back pocket, adjustable shoulder 
strap, flap closure and many interior organizer pockets.

24cm x 22cm x 7,5cm

 

BLACK NAVY 

103310-1041 103310-1596

APHA BRAVO
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232371 Travis Crossbody
Simple and slim, this casual day bag is perfect for urban exploring or international 
travel. Carries your wallet, travel documents, electronics and other essential 
accessories. It features a stylish flap front closure and expands the packing 
capacity to a greater degree.

43cm x 35,5cm x 20,5cm

 

BLACK NAVY 

103295-1041 103295-1596

232391 Reno Kit
A classic travel kit with a modern edge. Designed to sit on the counter or hang 
from a fixture, this travel essential features interior zip pockets, open pockets, 
elastic loops and a special antibacterial lining. Hanger strap and exterior pockets.

16cm x 24cm x 8,25cm 

 

BLACK CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

103525-1041 103527-7234

232401 Columbus Utility Pouch
The utility pouch is back…now with a modern edge. Originally designed to be 
clipped around the waist, ours is made so it can also be worn across the body. 
Well-placed pockets and a key leash ensure that you’ll find what you need with 
ease.

14,5cm x 26,5cm x 12cm

 

BLACK CHARCOAL RESTORATION

109703-1041 109738-7234

APHA BRAVO
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TUMI HARRISON

63011 Bates Backpack
Richly crafted from smooth, supple leather for style savvy Global Citizens in motion, 
the Harrison collection introduces a sophisticated new series of highly functional 
day bags and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This 
handsomely constructed bag features comfortable padded backpack straps, 
dedicated space for your laptop or tablet and a multitude of pockets for daily 
essentials.

42cm x 29cm x 7,5cm

 

BLACK BROWN PEBBLED LEATHER 

100816-1041 100816-6616

66011 Bates Backpack
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This handsomely 
constructed bag features comfortable padded backpack straps, dedicated space 
for your laptop or tablet and a multitude of pockets for daily essentials.

42cm x 29cm x 7,5cm

  

BLACK IRON CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

100953-1041 100953-T272 109728-7234
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TUMI HARRISON

63023 Webster Backpack
Expertly crafted from smooth, supple leather with strategically designed 
compartments to accommodate your key digital essentials, this ultra-stylish, 
sophisticated backpack instantly elevates your business wardrobe, distinguishing 
you from the rest of the crowd. Comfortable padded and adjustable shoulder 
straps make commuting a breeze.

45,5cm x 30,5cm x 14cm

 

BLACK BROWN PEBBLED LEATHER 

100846-1041 100846-6616

66023 Webster Backpack
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This ultra-stylish, 
sophisticated backpack instantly elevates your business wardrobe, distinguishing 
you from the rest of the crowd.

45,5cm x 30,5cm x 14cm

BLACK 

100956-1041

63000 Seneca Slim Brief
Richly crafted from smooth, supple leather for style savvy Global Citizens in motion, 
the Harrison collection introduces a sophisticated new series of highly functional 
day bags and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This 
refined slim brief is ideal for sophisticated commuters on the move, boasting 
deluxe accommodations for your laptop, iPad and other numerous essentials.

28cm x 39,5cm x 5cm

 

BLACK BROWN PEBBLED LEATHER 

100805-1041 100805-6616

66000 Seneca Slim Brief
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This refined slim brief 
is ideal for sophisticated commuters on the move, boasting deluxe accommodations 
for your laptop, iPad and other numerous essentials.

28cm x 39,5cm x 5cm

  

BLACK IRON CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

100951-1041 100951-T272 109729-7234
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TUMI HARRISON

63002 Horton Double Zip Brief
Richly crafted from smooth, supple leather for style savvy Global Citizens in motion, 
the Harrison collection offers a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags 
and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This sleek and 
elegant double-zip brief gives you ample space to organize your laptop, iPad, 
and other business essentials, making your daily commute a breeze.

32cm x 40,5cm x 10cm

BLACK 

100809-1041

66016 Taylor Portfolio Brief
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This stylish portfolio 
brief represents the changing face of business with a sleek silhouette and thoughtful 
minimalist design.

28cm x 38cm x 4,5cm

 

IRON CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

100955-T272 109731-7234

63005 Forest Utility Bag
Richly crafted from smooth, supple leather for style savvy Global Citizens, this 
refined brief is ideal for sophisticated commuters who want a sleek, pulled-together 
look. The bag features a dedicated iPad pocket, multiple organizational pockets, 
and an adjustable shoulder strap.

26cm x 35cm x 13,5cm

BLACK 

103826-1041

63024 Scott Crossbody
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. This handsomely 
constructed bag features an adjustable shoulder strap, dedicated space for your 
tablet and a multitude of pockets for daily essentials.

23cm x 22cm x 6,25cm

 

BLACK BROWN PEBBLED LEATHER 

100848-1041 100848-6616
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TUMI HARRISON

63013 Stratton Crossbody
Richly crafted from smooth, supple leather for style savvy Global Citizens in motion, 
the Harrison collection introduces a sophisticated new series of highly functional 
day bags and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. Simply 
perfect for those who value versatility, this well-crafted work bag may be worn 
across the body or on one shoulder. A plentitude of pockets masterfully organize 
all of your daily essentials.

30,5cm x 29cm x 5cm

BLACK 

100822-1041

66013 Stratton Crossbody
The Harrison collection is a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags and 
accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style. Simply perfect for 
those who value versatility, this well-crafted work bag may be worn across the 
body or on one shoulder. A plentitude of pockets masterfully organize all of your 
daily essentials.

30,5cm x 29cm x 5cm

  

BLACK IRON CHARCOAL RESTORATION 

100954-1041 100954-T272 109730-7234

66017 Daniel Utility Pouch
Ultimate comfort and convenience in a classic style—our Daniel Utility Pouch can 
be clipped around your waist or worn across the body. Thoughtfully placed pockets 
and a key leash ensure you’ll stay organized on the go. 
The Harrison collection offers a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags 
and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style.

15cm x 28,5cm x 9cm

BLACK 

109705-1041

63003 Daniel Utility Pouch
Ultimate comfort and convenience in a classic style—our Daniel Utility Pouch can 
be clipped around your waist or worn across the body. Thoughtfully placed pockets 
and a key leash ensure you’ll stay organized on the go. 
The Harrison collection offers a sophisticated series of highly functional day bags 
and accessories that embodies both timeless and modern style.

15cm x 28,5cm x 9cm

BLACK 

109707-1041
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TUMI LATITUDE

287607 International Slim Carry-On
Toughness is a luxury. Meet Latitude, our toughest—and lightest—hardside case 
yet. Crafted with layers of specially woven SRPP BALLISTIC™ material, the outer 
shell can bend and flex in response to its surroundings. Perfect for both international 
and domestic travel, this slim carry-on silhouette features a streamlined design 
and a brand-new wheel system that makes for smooth maneuvering.

55cm x 40cm x 20cm 

   

BLACK SILVER NAVY BLUSH 

98558-1041 98558-1776 98558-1596 98558-4482

287660 International Carry-On
Toughness is a luxury. Meet Latitude, our toughest—and lightest—hardside case 
yet. Crafted with layers of specially woven SRPP BALLISTIC™ material, the outer 
shell can bend and flex in response to its surroundings. Perfect for both international 
and domestic travel, the International Carry-On features a streamlined design 
and a brand-new wheel system that makes for smooth maneuvering.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm

   

BLACK SILVER NAVY BLUSH 

98560-1041 98560-1776 98560-1596 98560-4482
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TUMI LATITUDE

287664 Short Trip Packing Case
Toughness is a luxury. Meet Latitude, our toughest—and lightest—hardside case 
yet. Crafted with layers of specially woven SRPP BALLISTIC™ material, the outer 
shell can bend and flex in response to its surroundings. Ideal for weeklong 
vacations or business trips, the Short Trip Packing Case features a streamlined 
design and a brand-new wheel system that makes for smooth maneuvering.

68cm x 45cm x 28cm 

   

BLACK SILVER NAVY BLUSH 

98561-1041 98561-1776 98561-1596 98561-4482

287669 Extended Trip Packing Case
Toughness is a luxury. Meet Latitude, our toughest—and lightest—hardside case 
yet. Crafted with layers of specially woven SRPP BALLISTIC™ material, the outer 
shell can bend and flex in response to its surroundings. Designed for longer trips 
or shared packing, the Extended Trip Packing Case features a streamlined design 
and a brand-new wheel system that makes for smooth maneuvering.

76cm x 52cm x 30cm 

   

BLACK SILVER NAVY BLUSH 

98562-1041 98562-1776 98562-1596 98562-4482

287647 Worldwide Trip Packing Case
The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 
19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Exceptionally striking up close or from a 
distance, this hardside case is our largest size within the collection. As with all 
metals, wear and tear, including nicks, dings and slight denting, is to be anticipated 
and carried with pride for a journey well-traveled. To further add to the unique 
characteristics of your travel case, we’ve packed a variety of vintage-inspired 
decorative stickers inside your case.

81cm x 55cm x 32cm

  

BLACK SILVER NAVY 

98559-1041 98559-1776 98559-1596
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TUMI MERGE

2228660 International Expandable Carry-On
Further the adventure with TUMI Merge. A relaxed, lightweight luggage collection 
for adventures big and small, Merge combines the design and functionality TUMI 
is known for with a more laid-back attitude. This durable and expandable packing 
case is designed to meet the carry-on size requirements for travel within Europe 
and Asia. And from its quick-grab top pocket to its TUMI-tested dual swivel wheels, 
it’s packed with functionality.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

   

BLACK CHARCOAL  OCEAN BLUE REFLECTIVE
CONTRAST RESTORATION  TUNDRA 

103838-7230 105169-7234 103838-1621 105169-7243

2228664 Short Trip Expandable Packing Case
Further the adventure with TUMI Merge. A relaxed, lightweight luggage collection 
for adventures big and small, Merge combines the design and functionality TUMI 
is known for with a more laid-back attitude. Ideal for short trips or extended 
weekend travel, this packing case is chock-full of time-tested TUMI functionality.

66cm x 42cm x 30,5cm

  

BLACK CHARCOAL  OCEAN BLUE
CONTRAST RESTORATION

103840-7230 105171-7234 103840-1621
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TUMI MERGE

2228669 Extended Trip Expandable Packing Case
Further the adventure with TUMI Merge. A relaxed, lightweight luggage collection 
for adventures big and small, Merge combines the design and functionality TUMI 
is known for with a more laid-back attitude. Ideal for longer vacations and business 
travel, this large packing case is chock-full of time-tested TUMI functionality. From 
its dual recessed swivel wheels to its convenient pockets, this piece will have 
you prepared for your journey ahead.

78,5cm x 51cm x 33cm

  

BLACK CHARCOAL  OCEAN BLUE
CONTRAST RESTORATION

103841-7230 105172-7234 103841-1621

2228443 Wheeled Duffel
This incredibly spacious wheeled duffel is built to be packed out. With a quick 
zip of the interior, the main compartment can be divided into two sections to help 
organize, for example, clean and dirty items, or footwear from clothing.

78cm x 38cm x 35cm 

  

BLACK CHARCOAL  OCEAN BLUE
CONTRAST RESTORATION

103841-7230 105173-7234 103842-1621

ALSO AVAILABLE:

2228444 Wheeled Duffel PC
65cm x 37cm x 34,5cm

 

BLACK CHARCOAL  
CONTRAST RESTORATION

109610-7230 109611-7234

2228440 Wheeled Duffel Carry-On
Ready for adventure, this compact, sturdy duffel features thoughtfully designed 
pockets to make travel as easy as possible—so you can focus on the trip. An easy 
access top compartment with a separate, removable case is perfect for cords, 
cables, and other accessories.

56cm x 34,5cm x 24cm

 

BLACK CHARCOAL  
CONTRAST RESTORATION

109608-7230 109609-7234 

2228773 Wheeled Backpack
Further the adventure with TUMI Merge. A relaxed, lightweight luggage collection 
for adventures big and small, Merge combines the design and functionality TUMI 
is known for with a more laid-back attitude. The ultimate in versatility and 
convenience, this backpack converts beautifully into a rolling case whenever 
the need arises. Just tuck the straps away extend the telescoping handle and 
you’ve got a 2-wheel rolling case. And when you want to carry again, there’s a 
fabric panel that covers the wheels to protect your clothes from getting dirty.

53,5cm x 33cm x 20,5cm

 

BLACK OCEAN BLUE 
CONTRAST

103837-7230 103837-1621
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TUMI TAHOE
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TUMI TAHOE

798652 Lakeview Backpack
Minimalist style that still offers all of the great technical features you’ve come to 
expect from TUMI, the Lakeview Backpack allows for easy access and total 
organization of your essentials. There are two separate zip entries to the main 
compartment, as well as a padded laptop compartment, and a multitude of interior 
and exterior pockets to keep everything in its place. A waterproof rain cover with 
reflective tape stashes in the bottom of the bag when not in use. 
Minimalist design, maximum utility: Our Tahoe collection is designed for outdoor 
adventures, urban and beyond.

48,5cm x 29cm x 14cm

 

BLACK DIGITAL TIDE 

109712-1041 109736-7235

798650 Forest Flap Backpack
Utilitarian style at its best, this backpack is built for function, whether you’re 
trekking to work or on a weekend adventure. The spacious interior is proportioned 
to fit your essentials, including a 15-inch laptop in a separate zip compartment. 
Quick-stash pockets on the outside of the bag are perfect for everything from 
your phone to your earbuds. A waterproof rain cover protects the front of the 
pack and zips into the bottom of the bag when not in use. 
Minimalist design, maximum utility: Our Tahoe collection is designed for outdoor 
adventures, urban and beyond.

49,5cm x 37cm x 14cm 

 

BLACK DIGITAL TIDE 

109710-1041 109734-7235

798649 Rockwell Backpack
More than ready to take on everything from your daily commute to your weekend 
adventures, the Rockwell Backpack features a handy top-lid entry, as well as a 
separate padded laptop compartment. Loads of pockets inside and out make it 
easy to stash your essentials when on the move. A waterproof rain cover protects 
the front of the pack and zips into the bottom of the bag when not in use. The 
mesh back panel and padded straps mean it’s comfortable to carry, too. 
Minimalist design, maximum utility: Our Tahoe collection is designed for outdoor 
adventures, urban and beyond.

45cm x 29cm x 20,5cm

 

BLACK DIGITAL TIDE 

109709-1041 109733-7235

798651 Westville Backpack
This backpack is built to stand up to whatever your day brings, whether it’s rugged 
adventure or the grind of a daily commute. Designed for work and play, it features 
a separate laptop compartment, as well as a removable waterproof rain cover 
that has a reflective stripe and tucks away easily when not in use. Elastic cords 
with a toggle are perfect for securing your jacket or yoga mat. 
Minimalist design, maximum utility: Our Tahoe collection is designed for outdoor 
adventures, urban and beyond.

47cm x 30,5cm x 12,75cm

 

BLACK DIGITAL TIDE 

109711-1041 109735-7235
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TEGRA-LITE MAX

28704 Tegra-Lite® Max Carry-On 4 Wheeled Briefcase
Durable, accessible and effortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most fully 
functional hardside wheeled brief made today. It features a spacious front pocket, 
well-organized interior and moves easily in every direction on our double turning 
wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, a revolutionary polypropylene 
thermoplastic composite material created by Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, 
Nascar race cars and protective gear for NFL players. TUMI has received the 
worldwide, exclusive rights to use the Tegris material within the travel industry. 
This 4-wheel carry-on briefcase offers an incredibly functional interior with a place 
for everything. Features include a removable laptop pocket (15”) and file divider. 
Additional pockets for your phone, tablet and other business essentials. Compact 
yet roomy design with multi-height telescoping handle and Add-a-Bag sleeve.

40,5cm x 42,5cm x 21cm 

T-GRAPHITE  

98526-T484

28720 Tegra-Lite® Max International Expandable Carry-On
Expandable, accessible and effortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most 
durable and fully functional hardside case made today. It is expandable and 
features a spacious, accessible front pocket, plus it moves effortlessly in every 
direction on our double turning wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, 
a revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, Nascar race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. TUMI has received the worldwide, exclusive rights to use the Tegris 
material within the travel industry. This compact wheeled carry-on design is for 
those who travel domestically and internationally. It expands 2” for extra capacity 
when you need it and has two packing compartments. There is a hanger bracket 
for suits and longer garments. Interior pockets for accessories. 

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm

 
T-GRAPHITE BLACK/GRAPHITE

98533-T484 98533-1060
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TEGRA-LITE MAX

28721 Tegra-Lite® Max Continental Expandable Carry-On
Expandable, accessible and effortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most 
durable and fully functional hardside case made today. It is expandable and 
features a spacious, accessible front pocket, plus it moves effortlessly in every 
direction on our double turning wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, 
a revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, Nascar race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. TUMI has received the worldwide, exclusive rights to use the Tegris 
material within the travel industry. If you need one carry-on for domestic and 
international travel, this expandable design may be the perfect case. With its 
shorter and wider configuration, it offers more packing capacity, fits easily in the 
overhead and will be accepted by most domestic airlines and many international 
carriers. It expands 2” for extra capacity when you need it, has two packing 
compartments and a hanger bracket for suits. Interior pockets for accessories.

56cm x 40,5cm x 23cm

 
T-GRAPHITE BLACK/GRAPHITE

98538-T484 98538-1060

28724 Tegra-Lite® Max Medium Trip Expandable Packing Case
Expandable, accessible and effortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most 
durable and fully functional hardside case made today. It is expandable and 
features a spacious, accessible front pocket, plus it moves effortlessly in every 
direction on our double turning wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, 
a revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, Nascar race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. TUMI has received the worldwide, exclusive rights to use the Tegris 
material within the travel industry. This lightweight, hardside case is ideal for 
longer business or leisure trips. The roomy interior includes a removable garment 
sleeve, expands 2” for extra capacity when you need it and has two packing 
compartments. Interior pockets for accessories.

66cm x 48,5cm x 33cm 

 
T-GRAPHITE BLACK/GRAPHITE

98543-T484 98543-1060

28727 Tegra-Lite® Max Large Trip Expandable Packing Case
Expandable, accessible and effortless: this Tegra-Lite® Max case is the most 
durable and fully functional hardside case made today. It is expandable and 
features a spacious, accessible front pocket, plus it moves effortlessly in every 
direction on our double turning wheels. Tegra-Lite® is constructed from Tegris®, 
a revolutionary polypropylene thermoplastic composite material created by 
Milliken® for use in lifesaving armor, Nascar race cars and protective gear for 
NFL players. TUMI has received the worldwide, exclusive rights to use the Tegris 
material within the travel industry. This larger hardside case is ideal for longer 
business or leisure trips, or when two are traveling together. The roomy interior 
includes a removable garment sleeve, expands 2” for extra capacity when you 
need it and has two packing compartments. Interior pockets for accessories.

73,5cm x 51cm x 33cm

 
T-GRAPHITE BLACK/GRAPHITE

98548-T484 98548-1060
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V3

228260 International Expandable Carry-On
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This carry-on is not only effortless to maneuver and ideal for 
both international and domestic travel, but it is also expandable.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

    
BLACK MINK CAMO FLORAL PHOTO FLORAL GALVANIZED SILVER 

97605-1041 97605-T315 97605-7233 97605-7241 97605-7239

228004 Compact Carry-On 4 Wheeled Briefcase
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This compact briefcase is well suited for frequent business 
travelers who carry laptops, equipment, and files between locations. The four-
wheel system ensures effortless maneuverability in every direction. The laptop 
pocket and file divider are removeable, offering additional space for packing.

41,5cm x 41,5cm x 20,5cm 

BLACK 

97581-1041

228007 International Slim Carry-On
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This international slim carry-on is geared for both international 
and domestic travel and features a slimmer, more streamlined silhouette with 
classic TUMI precision-cut and performance-driven features.

55cm x 40cm x 20cm 

BLACK 

97583-1041

228261 Continental Expandable Carry-On
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This shorter, wider four-wheel carry-on fits easily in your airline’s 
overhead. Not only is it effortless to maneuver and ideal for both international 
and domestic travel, but it is also expandable.

56cm x 40cm x 23cm 

 
BLACK GALVANIZED SILVER 

97606-1041 97606-7239
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228264 Short Trip Expandable Packing Case
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate alloy 
formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the journey 
ahead. The short trip case is ideally suited for long weekends and weeklong 
business trips.

66cm x 44,5cm x 25,5cm 

  

BLACK MINK GALVANIZED SILVER 

97607-1041 97607-T3151 97607-7239

228269 Extended Trip Expandable Packing Case
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This extra-large expandable case is ideal for extended business 
and leisure trips, or for two traveling together. The four-wheel system ensures 
effortless maneuverability in every direction.

77,5cm x 51cm x 28cm 

    
BLACK MINK CAMO FLORAL PHOTO FLORAL GALVANIZED SILVER 

97609-1041 97609-T315 97609-7233 97609-7241 97609-7239

V3

228047 Worldwide Trip Packing Case
A stylish packing case constructed from a special, multi-layer polycarbonate 
alloy formulation, V3 is supremely durable, remarkably light and ready for the 
journey ahead. This large case is ideal for long trips or packing for multiple 
destinations. The four-wheel 360° rotation system ensures effortless 
maneuverability in any direction. 

86,5cm x 56cm x 32cm 

BLACK 

97585-1041



5454

LARKIN
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LARKIN

73761 Alex Continental Expandable 4 Wheeled Carry-On
A perfect melding of elegant beauty and practical professionalism, Larkin is a 
modern business collection for women. Constructed from an exceptionally durable 
fabric with a shorter and wider configuration, this elegant carry-on offers the 
packing capacity of a 22” case, fits easily in the overhead and will be accepted 
by most domestic airlines and many international carriers. The main compartment 
expands 2” (5cm) and features a suiter component. Three-stage telescoping 
handle and 4-wheel system with recessed swivel wheels. 

56cm x 40,5cm x 23cm

BLACK 

101697-1041

73760 Sam International Expandable 4 Wheeled Carry-On 
Modern business demands forward-thinking style, and that is where the Sam 
International Carry-On is ready to shine. Crafted from an exceptionally durable 
fabric, this 4-wheeled compact and expandable carry-on is ideal for short, overnight 
trips and travel within Europe and other international locations. The main 
compartment expands by 2” (5cm), features a suiter component and three-stage 
telescoping handle.

56cm x 35,5cm x 23cm 

 

BLACK ANTHRACITE/BLACK 

101696-1041 110044-6618

73763 Simone Compact Carry-On
Crafted from an exceptionally durable nylon fabric, this 4-wheel compact carry-on 
is ideal for short, overnight trips and is designed to fit under the seat of an airplane. 
Pack your laptop, work files, and a change of clothes—this compact wheeled 
brief is perfect for business travel.

42cm x 40,5cm x 22cm

BLACK 

103392-1041

73764 Jess Short Trip Expandable 4 Wheeled Packing Case
This backpack is built to stand up to whatever your day brings, whether it’s rugged 
adventure or the grind of a daily commute. Designed for work and play, it features 
a separate laptop compartment, as well as a removable waterproof rain cover 
that has a reflective stripe and tucks away easily when not in use. Elastic cords 
with a toggle are perfect for securing your jacket or yoga mat. 
Minimalist design, maximum utility: Our Tahoe collection is designed for outdoor 
adventures, urban and beyond.

66cm x 48,5cm x 28cm

BLACK 

101698-1041
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MEZZANINE

734300 Joan Backpack
Spacious enough to fit all of your daytime essentials, including your laptop, this 
backpack takes care of business in casual, comfortable style. There’s even a side 
zipper to access the main compartment without opening the top. A multitude of 
interior and exterior pockets keep you well organized on the go. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant favorites.

38cm x 30,5cm x 15cm

BLACK

110024-1041

734301 Pat Backpack
This medium-sized backpack offers convenience in a laid-back chic style that’s 
perfect for running around town, wherever you may be. It fits your tablet, water 
bottle, and thanks to a host of organizer pockets, all of your other essentials too. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant favorites.

32cm x 24cm x 14,5cm

BLACK

110025-1041
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MEZZANINE

734302 Zenya Hobo
Embodying a minimalist spirit with modern details, this hobo is ideal for commutes 
and busy days. Generously sized and comfortable to carry, it features a padded 
tablet pocket as well as a multitude of smaller organizer pockets. The shoulder 
strap adjusts easily with a metal speed clip. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant favorites.

37cm x 30,5cm x 14,5cm

BLACK

110026-1041

734303 Grace Portfolio
Clean, classic design with a modern touch, our Grace Portfolio features an 
adjustable metal speed clip for easy access and extra security for your laptop. A 
magnetic quick-access pocket is perfect for stashing your phone. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant favorites.

26,5cm x 35,5cm x 3,75cm 

BLACK

110027-1041

734305 Amy Circle Crossbody
This playful design offers on-trend style that’s both functional and fashionable. 
Two zip-entry main compartments with smaller organizer pockets hold your 
essentials, while an exterior slip pocket is perfect for your phone and keys. You 
can detach the adjustable strap to carry it as a clutch. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant favorites.

18cm x 18cm x 7,5cm

BLACK

110029-1041

734304 Sherri Square Crossbody
This square crossbody is perfect for carrying your essentials in style. Cool and 
compact, it features an exterior slip pocket for your phone, and the removable 
strap means it doubles as a clutch. 
Our Mezzanine collection brings a relaxed downtown vibe that’s modern and 
minimalist. In soft, supple leather, these styles are sure to become instant classics.

15cm x 18cm x 8,25cm

BLACK

110028-1041
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STANTON

734412 Gail Backpack
High performance meets sophisticated style in this modern, elegant backpack 
that’s part of our Stanton Collection. Crafted in fine leather, this well-appointed 
bag fits a laptop up to 14” and boasts an array of useful interior pockets, including 
one that’s velvet-lined. A quick-access pocket on the back keeps your cell phone 
close at hand. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

38cm x 29cm x 11,5cm

   

BLACK EARL GREY MULBERRY PINK

110071-1041 110072-T542 110071-4612 110071-1694

734414 Safra Backpack
One bag, two ways: backpack straps tuck into the back pocket of this stylish bag 
to cleverly convert into a handy tote—whichever you choose, it’s designed to 
carry everything your day requires. Features include a dedicated laptop 
compartment, a multitude of organizational pockets, and a quick-access phone 
pocket. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

38cm x 34,5cm x 10,25cm

 

BLACK EARL GREY

110073-1041 110074-T542
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STANTON

734408 Anita Portfolio
Stow your laptop in style with our Anita Portfolio. Perfect for business and travel, 
the streamlined silhouette features quick-access pockets and can be carried by 
the top handles or with the detachable shoulder strap. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

28,5cm x 37,5cm x 3,5cm

 

BLACK EARL GREY

110067-1041 110068-T542

734406 Irina Brief
Chic design with business smarts: This brief is perfect for everyday commuting 
and belongs in every professional-minded woman’s personal collection. Features 
a dedicated laptop compartment, multiple organizational pockets, and an 
adjustable, detachable crossbody strap. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

33cm x 40,5cm x 11,5cm

 

BLACK EARL GREY

110065-1041 110066-T542

734400 Janet Domed Satchel
Everyday business should still be beautiful. This structured satchel presents a 
polished look while offering functionality and convenience, such as a padded 13” 
laptop compartment and a velvet-lined jewelry pocket. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

29cm x 37cm x 16,5cm

   

BLACK EARL GREY MULBERRY PINK

110059-1041 110060-T542 110059-4612 110059-1694

734404 Kiran Tote
Smart feminine style meets ingenious design. This fully functional brief features 
three compartments—one padded for your laptop—as well as a host of other 
organizational pockets. The detachable strap means you can carry it two ways. 
Stanton is where function meets fashion. This sophisticated collection offers 
beautifully appointed, thoughtfully designed backpacks, totes, satchels, and 
accessories.

29cm x 37,5cm x 13,25cm

   

BLACK EARL GREY MULBERRY PINK

110063-1041 110064-T542 110063-4612 110063-1694
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VOYAGEUR

196362 Osona Compact Carry-On
This compact carry-on is ideal for short trips—and designed with perfect pockets 
for all of your tech items—making it great as a wheeled business case too. It’s 
divided into two roomy main compartments that can be used as one, thanks to 
a handy U-zip pocket that connects them. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

40,5cm x 35,5cm x 19cm 

 

BLACK NAVY

110000-1041 110000-1596

196360 Tres Léger International Carry-On
Spacious enough for your daily essentials, plus your laptop and a change of 
clothes, the Carson Leather Backpack offers the perfect combination of practicality 
and chic. It features a water-resistant water bottle pocket, as well as a quick-
access phone pocket, making this the one to choose when you’re on the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women. 

53,5cm x 35,5cm x 21,5cm 

  

BLACK NAVY MINK 

109999-1041 109999-1596 109999-T315
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VOYAGEUR

196354 Odessa Garment Bag
Designed especially to accommodate longer dresses, this compact bag allows 
you to carry garments with ease. Features include a curtain closure, convenient 
zip pockets—one with a velvet lining to keep jewelry protected—and a quick-
access pocket to keep your phone or other essentials close at hand. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

42cm x 61cm x 6,25cm

BLACK 

109972-1041

196321 Dorsten Duffel
Ideal for a weekend getaway or short business trip, this bag offers style and 
convenience—and expands up to 3 inches. It’s both lightweight and durable, with 
strategically placed pockets to keep you organized on the go. Purposeful, 
practicaldesign that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings 
you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women. 

33cm x 48,5cm x 21,5cm 

BLACK

109998-1041

196361 Tres Léger Continental Carry-On
Featuring an innovative front lid that allows you the freedom to separate—and 
access—your items as you wish, this compact wheeled case offers unmatched 
convenience for travel. Outfitted with a padded laptop pocket, as well as a host 
of other useful pockets. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on 
style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, 
bags, and accessories for women. 

56cm x 40,5cm x 23cm 

BLACK 

109991-1041

196330 Colina Duffel
This elegant carryall is the one you will reach for again and again. Thoughtfully 
designed for business or pleasure, it features a multitude of organizational pockets, 
including one for your laptop, your jewelry, your water bottle, and more. Purposeful, 
practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings 
you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

28cm x 42,5cm x 14,5cm

BLACK 

110005-1041
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VOYAGEUR

196300 Carson Backpack
Spacious enough for your daily essentials, plus your laptop and a change of 
clothes, the Carson Backpack offers the perfect combination of practicality and 
chic. It’s lightweight and features a water-resistant water bottle pocket, as well 
as a quick-access phone pocket, making this the one to choose when you’re 
on the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

43cm x 30,5cm x 14cm 

     

BLACK BLACK/SILVER NAVY MINK MAROON 

109963-1041 109963-1077 109963-1596 109963-T315 109963-6247

 

PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL

109964-7241 109964-7233 

196342 Carson Leather Backpack
Spacious enough for your daily essentials, plus your laptop and a change of 
clothes, the Carson Leather Backpack offers the perfect combination of practicality 
and chic. It features a water-resistant water bottle pocket, as well as a quick-
access phone pocket, making this the one to choose when you’re on the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women. 

43cm x 30,5cm x 14cm 

BLACK 

110017-1041
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VOYAGEUR

196306 Dori Backpack
Sleek and lightweight, this small backpack is designed with multiple pockets 
for ease, convenience, and total versatility. While compact, it’s still roomy 
enough for your workday or weekend essentials, and includes a separate laptop 
compartment (12”). 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

32,5cm x 25,5cm x 11,5cm

    

BLACK NAVY MINK PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL 

109968-1041 109968-1596 109968-T315 109969-7241 109969-7233

196344 Dori Backpack
Sleek and sophisticated, this small backpack is designed with multiple pockets 
for ease, convenience, and total versatility. While compact, it’s still roomy 
enough for your workday or weekend essentials, and includes a separate, 
padded laptop compartment. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

32,5cm x 25,5cm x 11,5cm

 

BLACK BRICK RED 

110019-1041 110019-1129

196302 Hagen Backpack
Modern style and functional design come together for a backpack that’s as 
versatile as it is elegant. A padded laptop pocket, and a water-resistant water 
bottle pocket that can be accessed from both in and outside the bag are just a 
couple of the technical features that make this bag a perfect choice for life on 
the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

36cm x 29cm x 14cm 

     

BLACK BLACK/SILVER NAVY MINK MAGENTA 

109965-1041 109965-1077 109965-1596 109965-T315 109965-1992

  

PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL PINK OMBRE

109981-7241 109981-7233 109981-7242

196343 Hagen Backpack
Modern style and functional design come together for a backpack that’s as 
versatile as it is elegant. A padded laptop pocket, and a water-resistant water 
bottle pocket that can be accessed from both in and outside the bag are just 
a couple of the technical features that make this bag a perfect choice for life 
on the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

36cm x 29cm x 14cm 

 

BLACK BRICK RED

110018-1041 110018-1129
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VOYAGEUR

196312 Jena Convertible Backpack
This bag does triple duty, providing ultimate versatility while maintaining a sense 
of chic. Wear it as a backpack, or an over-the-shoulder crossbody style—folded 
or open—depending on how much you have to carry. Multiple pockets positioned 
in just the right places ensure you stay organized on the go. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

38cm x 32,5cm x 7,5cm

  

BLACK NAVY MINK 

109989-1041 109989-1596 109989-T315

196317 Rivas Backpack
This bag packs plenty of style (and stuff) with its softly structured design, featuring 
a multitude of organizational pockets, including a padded compartment that fits 
a laptop up to 13”. There’s even a handy side zipper to access the main compartment 
without opening the top. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise 
on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon 
backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

38cm x 30cm x 15cm 

  

BLACK NAVY MAROON

109994-1041 109994-1596 109994-6247;

196334 Ursula T-Pass Backpack
To bring greater convenience to business travel, the TUMI T-Pass® is designed 
to meet TSA checkpoint requirements, which allow you to go through security 
without removing your laptop from the case*. Note that the laptop section must 
be packed appropriately to ensure an unobstructed scanning.
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

42cm x 32,5cm x 18,5cm 

 

BLACK NAVY 

110009-1041 110009-1596

* The TSA reserves the right to ask anyone to remove a laptop from its case, or re-screen any laptop or case.

196322 Bryce Backpack
Clean, modern style that’s designed to carry your everyday essentials, this 
backpack features a padded tablet pocket, as well as a multitude of other 
organizational pockets. There’s even a handy side zip to access the main 
compartment without opening the top. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

33,5cm x 24cm x 14cm 

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MAGENTA PINK OMBRE 

109990-1041 109990-1596 109990-1992 109990-1992 109982-7242
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VOYAGEUR

196383 Joanne Laptop Carrier
Ideal for business and travel, this sleek laptop brief is as smart as it looks. It fits 
a 14” laptop, features a front pocket with a hidden magnetic snap for easy access 
to important papers, and can be carried with removable shoulder strap or by the 
handles. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

28cm x 38cm x 5cm 

 

BLACK NAVY

110038-1041 110038-1596

196371 Joanne Laptop Carrier
Ideal for business and travel, this sleek leather laptop brief is as smart as it looks. 
It fits a 14” laptop, features a front pocket with a hidden magnetic snap for easy 
access to important papers, and can be carried with removable shoulder strap 
or by the handles. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

28cm x 38cm x 5cm 

BLACK

109986-1041

196310 Mauren Tote
This is the tote you can take anywhere—and everywhere. Featuring a padded 
laptop pocket, a water-resistant water bottle pocket, and a host of organizational 
pockets, it keeps you both organized and chic. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

27,5cm x 43cm x 11,5cm

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MROON CAMO FLORAL 

109979-1041 109979-1596 109979-T315 109979-6247 109988-7233

196347 Monika Leather Tote
Distinctive style and thoughtful design make this tote an instant classic. From the 
many organizational components to the luxurious leather, it’s a perfect blend of 
function and fashion. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on 
style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories 
for women.

26,5cm x 45cm x 11,5cm 

 

BLACK BRICK RED

110022-1041 110022-1129
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196346 Canton Crossbody
A sleek option that’s perfect for work, travel, and everyday outings. The zippered 
main compartment opens to reveal a roomy interior with two additional smaller 
pockets, including one that zips to keep your smaller things organized. A pocket 
on back features a magnetic snap, making it the perfect place to stash your 
quick-access items. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

26,5cm x 26cm x 5cm 

 

BLACK BRICK RED

110021-1041 110021-1129

196304 Canton Crossbody
A sleek option that’s perfect for work, travel, and everyday outings. The zippered 
main compartment opens to reveal a roomy interior with two additional smaller 
pockets, including one that zips to keep your smaller things organized. A pocket 
on back features a magnetic snap, making it the perfect place to securely stash 
your quick-access items. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

26,5cm x 26cm x 5cm 

     

BLACK BLACK/SILVER NAVY MINK MAROON

109966-1041 109966-1077 109966-1596 109966-T315 109966-6247

 

PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL

109967-7241 109967-7233

196348 Aberdeen Crossbody
Convenience meets style in this small leather bag that can be carried as a clutch 
or worn as a crossbody bag. It works with almost any outfit and has plenty of 
pockets for all of your essentials—perfect for work or play. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

12,75cm x 20,5cm x 6,25cm

 

BLACK BRICK RED

110023-1041 110023-1129

196333 Sheryl SM Business Tote
With three compartments, including one for your laptop, as well as pockets for 
your phone and other accessories, this streamlined and compact tote gets the 
job done in style. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

26cm x 38cm x 10,75cm

 

BLACK NAVY 

110008-1041 110008-1596

VOYAGEUR
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196316 Ruma Crossbody
Vertical orientation makes this a smart choice for travel days—stow your ticket, 
passport, phone, wallet, and keys—with room to spare for your other small 
essentials. Chic and practical, it’s also great for everyday use. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

19,5cm x 14cm x 5cm

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MAGENTA 

109993-1041 109993-1596 109993-T315 109993-1992

196331 Mariel Hip Bag
Hip bags are making a comeback—they’re both handy and hands-free—and 
ours offers a super stylish way to get around or out of town. Featuring convenient 
interior pockets, as well as a quick-access back pocket with a magnetic snap 
so you can easily grab your phone or other small essentials. Purposeful, practical 
design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you 
versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

15cm x 25cm x 7,5cm 

 

BLACK NAVY

110006-1041 110006-1596

196308 Troy Crossbody
Great for jetsetters and commuters alike, this cute little travel case is perfectly 
sized for your essentials. Featuring several interior and exterior pockets and 
an adjustable, removable strap. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

18cm x 21cm x 5,75cm 

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MAGENTA MAROON 

109970-1041 109970-1596 109970-T315 109970-1992 109970-6247

196345 Troy Crossbody
Great for jetsetters and commuters alike, this cute little travel case is perfectly 
sized for your essentials. Featuring several interior and exterior pockets and 
an adjustable, removable strap. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

18cm x 21cm x 5,75cm 

 

BLACK BRICK RED

110020-1041 110020-1129

VOYAGEUR
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196325 Ennis Jewelry Travel Roll
Keep your jewelry organized, protected, and secure while you travel. Featuring 
an earring and ring holder, as well as multiple pockets to hold necklaces and 
bracelets. The slim profile means it stows easily in a tote or carry-on. Purposeful, 
practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection 
brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories 
for women.

15cm x 22cm x 3,75cm 

  

BLACK MAGENTA PINK OMBRE 

110002-1041 110002-1992 109984-7242

196327 Erie Double Zip Cosmetic
Both functional and elegant, this case is perfectly sized to fit your travel toiletries 
and beauty essentials. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

15cm x 23cm x 10,25cm 

   

BLACK MAGENTA MAROON PINK OMBRE 

110004-1041 110004-1992 110004-6247 109973-7242

196356 Basel Small Triangle Pouch
Compact and easy to carry, this small nylon pouch features two elasticized 
pockets for organization and has room to accommodate small cosmetics and 
other daily essentials. Our Voyageur collection brings together sophisticated, 
feminine and iconic elements to create versatile travel, business and everyday 
designs for women.

14cm x 20,5cm x 7cm 

  

BLACK NAVY MINK 

109978-1041 109978-1596 109978-T315

196357 Basel Triangle Pouch
Functional and lightweight, this travel pouch will hold your beauty essentials 
in style. Two interior elastic pockets and a zip pocket allow you to organize 
your must-haves . Our Voyageur collection brings together sophisticated, 
feminine and iconic elements to create versatile travel, business and everyday 
designs for women.

18cm x 24cm x 7,5cm 

  

BLACK NAVY MINK

109980-1041 109980-1596 109980-T315

VOYAGEUR
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196384 Just In Case Tote
Timeless style that’s perfectly practical, this ingenious carryall design packs 
into a small zipper pouch. Roomy when open, and easy to stash when traveling 
across town or around the world. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t 
compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight 
nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

35,5cm x 58,5cm x 23cm

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MAGENTA MAROON 

110042-1041 110042-1596 110042-T315 110042-1992 110042-6247

  

PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL PINK OMBRE

110043-7241 110043-7233 110043-7242

196386 Just In Case Backpack
This Just In Case® backpack folds flat to be completely packable. Use it for 
shopping or day trips once you reach your destination or as an extra bag to 
carry home your new treasures. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t 
compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight 
nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

39,5cm x 31cm x 11,5cm 

    

BLACK NAVY MINK MAGENTA MAROON 

110040-1041 110040-1596 110040-T315 110040-1992 110040-6247

  

PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL PINK OMBRE

110041-7241 110041-7233 110041-7242

196353 Yima Cosmetic
A modern, lightweight case for your toiletries and beauty essentials, the Yima 
Cosmetic can be opened to pack flat and features a built-in hanger, making it 
the perfect travel accessory. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise 
on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon 
backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

15cm x 22cm x 9cm 

    

BLACK NAVY MINK PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL

109976-1041 109976-1596 109976-T315 109977-7241 109977-7233

196318 Madina Cosmetic
Meet your ideal travel companion. Made from lightweight nylon, it offers three 
transparent interior compartments and a detachable nylon pouch for smaller 
items. This versatile design can lay flat or hang from a fixture when open. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

20,5cm x 28,5cm x 7cm

    

BLACK NAVY MINK PHOTO FLORAL CAMO FLORAL

109995-1041 109995-1596 109995-T315 109996-7241 109996-7233

VOYAGEUR



7171
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ALPHA SLG

119251 TUMI ID Lock™ Money Clip Card Case
From the Alpha collection comes this streamlined design. It is crafted from Tumi‘s 
signature ballistic nylon with leather trim. One side features several card slots, 
the other side has a money clip. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary 
technology incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal 
data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. Comes in an elegant gift 
box.

10,25cm x 7,25cm x 0,5cm 

  
BLACK ANTHRACITE / NAVY 
 BLACK RESTORATION 

93752-1041 103514-6618 103514-7240

119256 TUMI ID Lock™ Gusseted Card Case
From the Alpha collection, this case is crafted from Tumi’s signature ballistic 
nylon with leather trim and a leather interior. Features several card slots, plus 
an ID window. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology 
incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded 
on most IDs, credit cards and passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

10,5cm x 7,8cm x 1,7cm 

 

BLACK ANTHRACITE / BLACK 

93755-1041 103511-1688
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119259 TUMI ID Lock™ Slim Card Case
Keep it light and simple with this slim Alpha card case. Made from ballistic nylon 
with leather trim, it features an ID window and two card pockets.

7,7cm x 11cm x 0,5cm 

  

BLACK ANTHRACITE / NAVY 
 BLACK RESTORATION 

93761-1041 103529-1688

ALSO AVAILABLE:

1119259 SLIM CARD CASE

NAVY  
RESTORATION 

104830-7240

119274 TUMI ID Lock™ Multi Window Card Case
From the Alpha collection comes this card case with both interior and exterior 
ID windows and numerous card slots. Made from Tumi’s signature FXT ballistic 
nylon® with leather trim and interior; European turned-edge construction. 
Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology incorporated into 
the design of this product that protects personal data encoded on most IDs, 
credit cards and passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

11,2cm x 7,8cm x 1cm 

  

BLACK ANTHRACITE / NAVY 
 BLACK RESTORATION 

93765-1041 103517-1688 103517-7240

19271 TUMI ID Lock™ Passport Case
Carry and protect your passport in this case crafted from Tumi’s signature 
ballistic nylon with leather trim and interior. Features an ID window and several 
card slots.

14,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

  

BLACK ANTHRACITE / NAVY 
 BLACK RESTORATION 

96529-1041 103518-6618 103518-7240

ALSO AVAILABLE:

119271 Passport Case

NAVY  
RESTORATION 

104564-7240

ALPHA SLG

19275 TUMI ID Lock™ Zip Travel Case
From the Alpha accessories collection, this zip-around case has 16 card slots, 
open pockets, zip pockets, an elastic media pocket, ID window and pen holder. 
Also features a detachable wrist strap and an exterior pocket. Made from Tumi’s 
signature ballistic nylon with leather trim. Comes in an elegant gift box.

26cm x 13cm x 1cm 

BLACK 

96534-1041
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ALPHA SLG

19246 TUMI ID Lock™ Compact Flip Coin Wallet
A double billfold wallet thats crafted from TUMIs signature ballistic nylon with 
leather trim and interior. Features include 6 card slots, two slit pockets and a 
snap coin pocket. 

9,75cm x 9,5cm x 2cm 

BLACK BALLISTIC 

96516-0440

119233 TUMI ID Lock™ Double Billfold
From the Alpha collection, this classic wallet design is crafted from Tumi’s 
signature ballistic nylon fabric and features leather trim, leather-lined interior/
bill compartments, two bill sections and eight credit card slots. Special feature: 
Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology incorporated into the design of this 
product that protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and 
passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

8,4cm x 11,4cm x 1,5cm 

 

BLACK ANTHRACITE / BLACK 

93737-1041 103536-1688

19277 TUMI ID Lock™ Zip-Around Travel Wallet
From the Alpha collection comes this card case with both interior and exterior 
ID windows and numerous card slots. Made from Tumi’s signature FXT ballistic 
nylon® with leather trim and interior; European turned-edge construction. Comes 
in an elegant gift box.

10,25cm x 20cm x 3,5cm 

 

BLACK ANTHRACITE / BLACK 

96537-1041 103537-1688

19243 Breast Pocket Wallet
From the Alpha collection comes this classic, beautifully-detailed design crafted 
from Tumi’s signature ballistic nylon with leather trim. This breast pocket wallet 
features a secure zip pocket, compartments for currency and receipts and 14 
card slots. Comes in an elegant gift box.

19cm x 9,5cm x 2,5cm 

NAVY RESTORATION 

103505-7240
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ALPHA SLG

119232 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Center Flip Passcase
From the Alpha collection comes this passcase made from Tumi’s signature 
ballistic nylon with leather trim and interior. Features ID window and multiple 
card slots. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology incorporated 
into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded on most 
IDs, credit cards and passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

9cm x 11,5cm x 2cm 

BLACK 

93735-1041

19237 Global Wallet with Coin Pocket
From the Alpha collection, this wallet is crafted from Tumi’s signature ballistic 
nylon with leather trim and interior. Features include 3 card slots, 2 pockets, snap 
coin pocket and bill divider. Comes in an elegant gift box.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2,5cm

NAVY RESTORATION 

103548-7240

119237 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Wallet with Coin Wallet
From our Alpha collection, this double billfold wallet is crafted from TUMI‘s 
signature ballistic nylon with leather trim and interior. Features include four card 
slots, four slit pockets and one snap coin pocket.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2,5cm

  

BLACK ANTHRACITE / NAVY 
 BLACK RESTORATION 

93746-1041 103547-1688 103547-7240

119230 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Double Billfold
From the Alpha collection comes this durable double billfold case with numerous 
card slots and several pockets. Made from TUMI’s signature FXT ballistic nylon® 
with leather trim and interior; European turned-edge construction. Special 
feature: TUMI ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology incorporated into the design 
of this product that protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards 
and passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

  

BLACK ANTHRACITE / BLACK 

93732-1041 103506-1688

ALSO AVAILABLE:

1119230 GLOBAL DOUBLE BILLFOLD

NAVY RESTORATION 

104825-7240
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19241 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Flip Coin Wallet
From our Alpha collection, this double billfold wallet is crafted from TUMIs signature 
ballistic nylon with leather trim and interior. Features include 15 card slots, two 
slit pockets and a snap coin pocket. 

9,5cm x 12cm x 2,5cm

BLACK BALLISTIC 

96510-0440

119235 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Removable Passcase
From the Alpha collection, this design is crafted from Tumi’s signature ballistic 
nylon with leather trim. Features a leather interior and removable passcase with 
multiple credit card slots. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology 
incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded 
on most IDs, credit cards and passports. Comes in an elegant gift box.

9cm x 11,5cm x 2cm

BLACK 

93741-1041

ALPHA SLG

119250 TUMI ID Lock™ L-Fold
This Alpha collection wallet features Tumi ID Lock™, a proprietary technology built 
into the lining that is designed to protect personal data encoded on most IDs, 
credit cards and passports. The wallet is crafted from Tumi’s signature ballistic 
nylon fabric with leather trim. Other features include: six credit card slots; I.D. 
window and bill compartment. Comes in an elegant gift box.

11cm x 8,25cm x 0cm

BLACK 

93750-1041
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TUMI MONACO SLG

119856 TUMI ID Lock™ Gusseted Card Case
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. The gusseted compartment of this elegant case 
expands to hold several cards or folded bills while the clear window holds your 
I.D.

10,5cm x 7,8cm x 1,7cm 

 

BLACK COBALT 

93798-1041 93798-1216

119851 TUMI ID Lock™ Money Clip Card Case
This sophisticated money clip card case is well crafted and a light, stylish 
alternative to carrying a larger, travel-size wallet.

7,25cm x 10,5cm x 0,5cm 

 

BLACK COBALT 

93797-1041 93797-1216

119860 TUMI ID Lock™ Slim Card Case
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction and other subtle refinements. This 
sleek, slim card case features card pockets on both sides of the case for those 
who prefer to travel light.

7,7cm x 11cm x 0,5cm

 

BLACK COBALT 

93799-1041 93799-1216

119843 TUMI ID Lock™ Breast Pocket Wallet
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. This ultra-slim, gusseted leather wallet was designed 
to expand and still fit easily inside a breast pocket.

19cm x 9,5cm x 1,5cm

BLACK 

93796-1041
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TUMI MONACO SLG

119834 TUMI ID Lock™ Double Billfold
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. This sophisticated leather wallet is well textured and 
features a generous double billfold compartment and numerous organizational 
pockets.

8,25cm x 11,5cm x 2cm

BLACK 

93792-1041

119836 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Center Flip Passcase
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. This passcase features a flip ID section, plenty of card 
pockets and a larger bill section for international currencies.

9,75cm x 11,25cm x 1cm

BLACK 

93793-1041

119838 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Wallet with Coin Pocket
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. This wallet opens to reveal a convenient coin pocket, 
multiple card pockets and a larger bill section for international currencies.

9,5cm x 12cm x 1cm 

 

BLACK COBALT 

93794-1041 93794-1216

119839 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Double Billfold
The evolution of the Monaco collection spotlights a wealth of upgraded features 
including, TUMI ID Lock for protection against data and identity theft, a new 
embossed finish, turned-edge construction, streamlined interior pockets and 
other subtle refinements. This handsomely embossed, richly textured leather 
wallet offers a convenient double billfold compartment and a plenitude of 
organizational pockets.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

 

BLACK COBALT 

93795-1041 93795-1216
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NASSAU SLG

12601 Monogram Patch Money Clip
Taking you from work to weekend, the Chambers collection of wallets and 
accessories is handcrafted from supple and smooth goatskin. This simple and 
elegant money clip design can be personalized, making it an ideal gift.

6cm x 3cm x 1cm

BLACK 

93837-1041

12602 Ballistic Etched Money Clip
Safeguard your currency in this refined metal money clip etched with a distinguished 
pattern inspired by TUMI’s signature ballistic nylon fabric. Silvertone finish.

6,75cm x 2,5cm x 0,75cm

SILVER 

93838-1776

126156 Gusseted Card Case
A handsome card case that features an ID window, the Gusseted Card Case is 
made from a smooth Nappa leather. Its well-designed expanding open pocket, 
slots, and compartments are sure to fit all of your essentials. 

10,5cm x 7,8cm x 1,7cm 

  

BLACK  DARK BROWN EMBER PIECED  
SMOOTH SMOOTH LEATHER 

93851-1041 93851-6629 93851-7237

186156 / 1126156 TUMI ID Lock™ Gusseted Card Case
A handsome folding card case that features an ID window, the TUMI ID Lock 
Folding Card Case is made from a soft textured Nappa leather. Its well-designed 
expanding open pocket, slots, and compartments are sure to fit all of your 
essentials. 

10,5cm x 7,8cm x 1,7cm 

  

BLACK  EMBER PIECED  TUNDRA 
TEXTURED LEATHER CAMO 

96336-1041 96336-7237 96336-7244
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NASSAU SLG

186151 TUMI ID Lock™ Money Clip Card Case
TUMI’s Money Clip Card Case goes the extra mile for you: it holds your most 
essential cards and keeps your cash close at hand. Constructed from a textured 
Nappa leather, this handsome card case is perfect for those who like to travel 
light.

7,25cm x 10,5cm x 0,5cm 

BLACK TEXTURE 

96335-6153

186174 TUMI ID Lock™ Multi Window Card Case
This handy card case, with interior and exterior ID windows, is crafted from textured 
Nappa leather and is an excellent solution for everyday travelers who need ID 
and keycards handy at all times.

11,25cm x 7,5cm x 1cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
TEXTURED TEXTURED 

96342-6153 96342-7107

126120 Square Coin Case
Designed with the minimalist in mind, this small, refined leather coin case offers 
a slim, compact design with one central coin compartment and secure snap 
closure.

7cm x 8cm x 1,5cm 

BLACK SMOOTH 

93839-T060

126174 Multi Window Card Case
This handy card case, with interior and exterior ID windows, was crafted from 
smooth leather and is an excellent solution for everyday travelers who need ID 
and keycards handy at all times.

11,2cm x 7,8cm x 1cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  

SMOOTH SMOOTH 

93857-T060 93857-6629
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126159 Slim Card Case
Crafted from supple calfskin leather, this card case features card slots on the 
front and an ID window on the back, with and an additional interior compartment 
for cards or receipts. Choose between smooth and textured leathers.

7,7cm x 11cm x 0,5cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH 

93852-T060 93852-6629

NASSAU SLG

126177 / 1186177 Zip-Around Travel Wallet
Keep travel documents, ID, credit cards and bills close at hand with this large, 
multi-compartment wallet crafted from beautiful Nappa leather. It’s a great choice 
for everyday use and frequent travel alike, and makes a handsome gift.

11,25cm x 19,5cm x 3,5cm 

 

BLACK  TUNDRA
SMOOTH CAMO 

93859-T060 93859-7244

186159 / 1126159 TUMI ID Lock™ Slim Card Case
Crafted from supple calfskin leather, this card case features card slots on the 
front and an ID window on the back, with and an additional interior compartment 
for cards or receipts. Choose between smooth and textured leathers.

7,7cm x 11cm x 0,5cm 

  

BLACK  EMBER PIECED  TUNDRA 
TEXTURED LEATHER CAMO

96338-6153 96338-7237 96338-7244

186177 TUMI ID Lock™ Zip-Around Travel Wallet
Keep travel documents, ID, credit cards and bills close at hand with this large, 
multi-compartment wallet crafted from beautiful Nappa leather. It’s a great 
choice for everyday use and frequent travel alike, and makes a handsome gift.

11,25cm x 19,5cm x 3,5cm 

BLACK 
TEXTURED

96344-6153
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NASSAU SLG

126143 /1186143 Breast Pocket Wallet
This ultra-slim leather wallet, which comes with plentiful card slots and receipt 
pockets, was specially designed to fit inside a breast pocket.

19cm x 9,5cm x 2cm 

  

BLACK  EMBER PIECED  TUNDRA 
SMOOTH LEATHER CAMO

93847-T060 93847-7237 93847-7244

186143 TUMI ID Lock™ Breast Pocket Wallet
A refined wallet, made of soft leather, that features an abundance of space for 
cards and receipts. A choice style for those looking for an alternative to the 
traditional wallet.

19cm x 9,5cm x 2cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
TEXTURED TEXTURED

103526-6153 103526-7107

126146 Compact Flip Coin Wallet
A soft, smooth, compact wallet, crafted from Nappa leather and constructed 
with a double bill compartment, a coin pocket with snap closure, and lots of 
room for cards and receipts.

10cm x 9,5cm x 2cm 

BLACK  
SMOOTH

93850-T060

186143 TUMI ID Lock™ Double Billfold
A simple, elegant style, crafted from a soft textured Nappa leather and featuring 
two cash sleeves, and plenty of space for cards and receipts. This is a strong 
choice for an everyday wallet. 

8,25cm x 11,5cm x 2cm

BLACK  
TEXTURED

96328-6153
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NASSAU SLG

126145 Global Compact Flip Coin Wallet
Good things come in small packages. Case in point: this smooth leather flip 
coin wallet. It boasts a slim and compact design with superior organization for 
all of your cards and international currency.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH

93849-T060 93849-6629

126144 Global Center Flip Coin Wallet
A refined wallet, crafted from a smooth Nappa leather and featuring two cash 
sleeves sized for international currencies, and a coin pocket with snap closure. 
With plenty of room for cards and receipts, this is an excellent everyday style 
for frequent travelers.

9,75cm x 11,5cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH

93848-T060 93848-6629

126142 Global Vertical Flip Coin Wallet
This smooth leather coin wallet, which opens vertically, features a double bill 
compartment for international currencies, a wealth of card slots and a coin 
pocket with easy snap closure.

12cm x 11cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH

93846-T060 93846-6629
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NASSAU SLG

126137 Global Wallet with Coin Pocket
A refined wallet, crafted from a soft, smooth Nappa leather, is fitted with two 
cash sleeves sized for international currencies, and plenty of space for cards, 
coins and receipts. An excellent choice for those who don’t like carrying coins 
in their pockets.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH

93843-T060 93843-6629

186137 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Wallet with Coin Pocket
A refined wallet, crafted from a soft, smooth Nappa leather, is fitted with two 
cash sleeves sized for international currencies, and plenty of space for cards, 
coins and receipts. An excellent choice for those who don’t like carrying coins 
in their pockets.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

BLACK  
TEXTURED

96330-6153

126133 / 1186133 Global Double Billfold
A simple, sleek, refined wallet, crafted from a smooth Nappa leather and 
featuring two cash sleeves sized for international currencies, and plenty of 
space for cards and receipts. An excellent everyday style for frequent travelers.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

   

BLACK  DARK BROWN EMBER PIECED  TUNDRA 
SMOOTH SMOOTH LEATHER CAMO 

93840-1041 93840-6629 93840-7237 93840-7244

186133 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Double Billfold
A simple, sleek, refined wallet, crafted from a soft textured Nappa leather 
and featuring two cash sleeves sized for international currencies, and plenty 
of space for cards and receipts. An excellent everyday style for frequent 
travelers.

9,5cm x 12cm x 2cm 

  

BLACK  DARK BROWN TUNDRA 
TEXTURED TEXTURED CAMO 

96327-1041 96327-7107 96327-7244
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NASSAU SLG

126141 Global Flip Coin Wallet
This smooth leather coin wallet features a double bill compartment for international 
currencies, a wealth of card slots and a coin pocket with easy snap closure.

12cm x 11cm x 7cm

 

BLACK  DARK BROWN  
SMOOTH SMOOTH 

93845-T060 93845-6629

186141 TUMI ID Lock™ Global Flip Coin Wallet
This textured Nappa leather coin wallet features a double bill compartment for 
international currencies, a wealth of card slots and a coin pocket with easy snap 
closure.

12cm x 11cm x 2cm

BLACK  

TEXTURED 

96332-6153

186180 Letter Pad
For those times when you just want to put pen to paper, TUMI offers this 
sophisticated office accessory. Made of soft textured leather, the letter pad has 
a file compartment, a pen holder, and comes with a notepad.

32cm x 26,5cm x 2cm

BLACK  
TEXTURED 

96346-6153
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BELDEN SLG

43327 Passport Case
A chic, feminine passport case that features an additional six card slots and 
multiple organizational pockets.

14,5cm x 11,5cm x 2cm

BLACK

103408-1041

43329 Slim Card Case
Slim and compact in design, this leather card case features multiple pockets, 
a secure zip closure and an ID window.

13,25cm x 7,5cm x 0,75cm 

   

BLACK  BRICK RED EARL GREY PINK

103410-1041 103410-1129 110056-T542 103410-1694
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BELDEN SLG

43328 Travel Wallet
Designed in leather, this zip-around travel wallet features dedicated document 
and passport slots, as well as 10 additional card slots and a wristlet for easy 
carrying.

11,5cm x 22cm x 2,5cm

   

BLACK  BRICK RED EARL GREY PINK

103409-1041 103409-1129 110057-T542 103409-1694

43322 Luggage Tag
Sophisticated and simple, it’s crafted in leather and features a window for your 
information and an elegant flat cover to keep it discreet.

10,75cm x 6,25cm x 0cm 

 

BLACK PINK

110052-1041 110052-1694

43324 Tri-Fold Wallet
Crafted in leather, this refined, resilient tri-fold wallet offers superior organization, 
secure snap closure, and a perfectly polished presentation.

9cm x 11,5cm x 2,5cm 

  

BRICK RED EARL GREY PINK

103405-1129 110055-T542 103405-1694

43326 Zip-Around Continental
Crafted in leather, this zip-around wallet features an impressive 12 card slots 
and multiple pockets for receipts and cash. An easy, elegant everyday wallet 
option for keeping life organized.

10,25cm x 20,5cm x 2,5cm 

   

BLACK  BRICK RED EARL GREY PINK

103407-1041 103407-1129 110053-T542 103407-1694
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196341 Tri Fold Zip-Around
A compact and clean design, this lightweight wallet features a well-organized 
interior and zip-around closure to keep your cards and bills secure. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

9,5cm x 12,75cm x 1,25cm

CAMO BLACK 

110016-5046

196381 Flap Card Case
A lightweight and sophisticated case to stylishly safeguard your ID, credit cards 
and other traveling essentials. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t 
compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight 
nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

9cm x 11,5cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  NAVY 

110036-1041 110036-1596

VOYAGEUR SLG

196380 Travel Wallet
Crafted from an ultra-lightweight material and highlighted with leather trim, 
this travel wallet holds all your travel documents alongside 8 card slots and 
multiple organizational pockets. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t 
compromise on style: Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight 
nylon backpacks, bags, and accessories for women.

11,5cm x 21,5cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  NAVY 

110035-1041 110035-1596

196379 Flap Continental
Crafted from an ultra-lightweight material and highlighted with leather trim, 
this flap-front wallet features an impressive 8 card slots inside with multiple 
organizational pockets. There’s even a removable card case with three card 
pockets. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our 
Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, 
and accessories for women.

9,5cm x 19,5cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  NAVY 

110034-1041 110034-1596
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VOYAGEUR SLG

196382 Tri-Fold Zip-Around
A compact and clean design, this lightweight wallet features a well-organized 
interior and zip-around closure to keep your cards and bills secure. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

9cm x 12cm x 2,5cm

 

BLACK  NAVY 

110037-1041 110037-1596

196340 Zip-Around Continental
This roomy continental style is designed to keep your essentials organized 
without looking bulky—it has 12 card slots, and plenty of compartments for 
everything else you need to keep in your wallet. Made from lightweight nylon 
with leather trim. 
Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: Our Voyageur 
collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, bags, and 
accessories for women.

9,5cm x 19,5cm x 2,5cm 

CAMO BLACK 

110015-5046

196378 Zip-Around Continental
This roomy continental style is designed to keep your essentials organized 
without looking bulky—it has 12 card slots, and plenty of compartments for 
everything else you need to keep in your wallet. Made from lightweight nylon 
with leather trim. Purposeful, practical design that doesn’t compromise on style: 
Our Voyageur collection brings you versatile and lightweight nylon backpacks, 
bags, and accessories for women. 

9,5cm x 19,5cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK  NAVY 

110033-1041 110033-1596
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PROVINCE SLG

90
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PROVINCE SLG

118722 Family Passport Cover
If you’re traveling with family or have a lot of papers to keep organized, such 
as boarding passes and train tickets, then this is the passport case for you. It 
holds up to five passports and includes six card slots, as well as other 
organizational pockets and a pen loop. 
Perfect your journey down to the details with our Province collection, premium 
leather accessories including passport cases, travel organizers, notebooks, 
and luggage tags.

20cm x 14,75cm x 2,25cm 

 

BLACK  BLUE 

109747-1041 109747-1090

118788 Luggage Tag
This elegant leather luggage tag discreetly keeps your identification information 
and features a leather strap with an adjustable buckle. 
Perfect your journey down to the details with our Province collection, premium 
leather accessories including passport cases, travel organizers, notebooks, 
and luggage tags.

10cm x 6,5cm x 0,25cm 

    

BLACK  BLUE  EMBER MAROON ORANGE

109743-1041 109743-1090 109743-7236 109743-6247 109743-1641

118811 Passport Cover
A stylish essential for jetsetters—this case is a perfect way to carry and protect 
your passport. 
Perfect your journey down to the details with our Province collection, premium 
leather accessories including passport cases, travel organizers, notebooks, 
and luggage tags.

14cm x 10,75cm x 1cm 

    

BLACK  BLUE  EMBER MAROON ORANGE

109745-1041 109745-1090 109745-7236 109745-6247 109745-1641

118822 Passport Case
Carry and protect your passport in this supple yet durable leather case. An 
additional pocket and several card slots allow you to keep essential travel items 
together and close at hand. Perfect your journey down to the details with our 
Province collection, premium leather accessories including passport cases, 
travel organizers, notebooks, and luggage tags.

14,5cm x 12cm x 1,25cm 

    

BLACK  BLUE  EMBER MAROON ORANGE

109744-1041 109744-1090 109744-7236 109744-6247 109744-1641
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TUMI ACCENTS

144 Personalization Kit
Customize your Morrison Leather Backpack with this personalization kit that 
includes a luggage tag, monogram patch, and snap-on speed clip strap.

15cm x 18cm x 5cm 

   

ATLANTIC  EMBER  MARIGOLD WHITE

109724-L017 109724-7236 109724-T297 109724-1908

145 Personalization Kit
The TUMI Accents kit lets you easily customize your bag with pops of color. 
Add a touch of personal flair to your favorite TUMI travel or business cases 
while making them easy to identify. The kit includes components made from 
embossed leather: luggage tag, monogram patch, handle wrap and zipper pull 
ties. The zip pouch is ideal for carrying accessories.

5cm x 9cm x 24cm 

    

ATLANTIC  CAMO CHARCOAL  CHERRY METALLIC
 FLORAL RESTORATION  BRONZE

103533-L017 109601-7233 103534-7234 103533-1193 103533-4629

   

METALLIC METALLIC SUNRISE TAN
PINK SILVER

103533-2777 103533-1546 103533-1840 103535-1847
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TUMI UMBRELLAS

14414 Small Auto Close Umbrella
With a simple push of a button, you can open and close this umbrella automatically. 
Ideal for travel. It offers a 35” canopy with reflective edge trim for high visibility. 
Other features include a sure-grip, custom-molded carry handle, rubber wriststrap 
and convenient storage sleeve. 

5cm x 19cm x 3,25cm

BLACK

94273-1041

14415 Medium Auto Close Umbrella
With a simple push of a button, you can open and close this umbrella automatically. 
It offers a 38.5” vented, wind-resistant canopy with reflective edge trim for high 
visibility. Other features include a sure-grip, custom-molded carry handle, rubber 
wrist strap and convenient storage sleeve. 

6,25cm x 28,5cm x 3,25cm

BLACK

94277-1041

14416 Large Auto Close Umbrella
With a simple push of a button, you can open and close this umbrella automatically. 
It offers a 47” vented, wind-resistant canopy with reflective edge trim for high 
visibility. Other features include a sure-grip, custom-molded carry handle, 
rubberwrist strap and convenient storage sleeve. 

6,25cm x 36cm x 3,25cm

BLACK

94279-1041
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KEY FOBS

14742 Alpha Valet Key Fob
Designed to complement travel and business styles from the Alpha collection, 
this valet key Fob features a ballistic and leather strap with metal center button 
and stainless steel key rings. Pressing the center button releases the valet 
portion of the Fob.

12cm x 2cm x 1,25cm 

  

BLACK ATLANTIC BLACK STUDDED 

97022-1041 94434-L017 109600-7232

14763 Embossed Patch Key Fob
Accent your keys and TUMI travel accessories with our embossed leather TUMI 
key fobs.

8,5cm x 3,25cm x 0,5cm

GUNMETAL 

103546-1422

14757 Alpha Patch Tracer Key Fob
Enjoy peace of mind with the Tracer key fob. Once you register this item in the 
complimentary Tumi Tracer® program, you can be contacted about retrieving it 
if it is ever lost or stolen. On one side is a leather patch that can be monogrammed; 
on the other is a unique Tracer product ID number that can be linked to you 
through the program and a worldwide toll-free number for the finder to call. You 
may register your Tracer products online or at any Tumi store. Comes in an elegant 
gift box.

9cm x 3,25cm x 0,5cm

BLACK 

94452-1041

14708 Braided Key Fob
A simple yet elegant key fob for keeping keys close at hand with an easy claw 
hook you can attach to a bag or belt loop for easy access.

13,25cm x 2,5cm x 0,75cm

BLACK 

94398-1041
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KEY FOBS

14751 Retractable Key Fob
A sleek retractable key fob to ensure you don’t lose them. Attach the easy claw 
hook to a bag or belt loop, and use keys while fob is still attached.

12,5cm x 3,5cm x 1,25cm 

 

CARBON EMBER 

103528-1164 103528-7236 

14776 Multi Valet Key Fob
Designed to complement travel and business styles alike, this multi valet key Fob 
features a leather strap and stainless-steel key rings. A simple pull and twist 
releases the valet portion of the key fob.

12cm x 3,5cm x 1cm

 

BLACK/ MINK
ROSE GOLD 

103516-T062 103516-T315

14777 Lightning Cable Key Fob
Stay connected with this electronic key fob that doubles as a lightning cable for 
when you need a quick charge or sync. Ideal for everyday travel.

12cm x 3,5cm x 0,75cm

BLACK 

103549-1041
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TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

0196 Fabric Cleaner
Life on the road can be messy. This convenient, eco-friendly fabric cleaner is 
specially formulated to clean and help keep your TUMI fabric products looking 
new. Fast and easy to use for dirt and spot removal. Ingredients: Water, Surfactant, 
EDTA, Enzyme, Fragrance, Preservatives.

BLACK 

96641-1041

0197 Leather Cleaner
Life on the road can be less than spotless. Our eco-friendly leather cleaner will 
you keep your TUMI leather goods fresh and clean. Fast and easy to use for dirt 
and spot removal. Ingredients: Water, Surfactant, Lubricants, Isopropanol, 
Preservatives

BLACK

96647-1041

0198 Leather Conditioner
Our leather goods only get better with time. This eco-friendly leather conditioner 
will keep yours in top form for life. Use after each cleaning, and in between to 
maintain suppleness and color. Apply with a soft cloth and rub into leather with 
circular motions wipe away excess with a fresh cloth. Ingredients: Water, Montan 
Wax, Beeswax, Carnauba Wax, Surfactant, Preservatives

BLACK

96667-1041

0199 Refreshing Neutralizer
Life on the road can be less than pristine. Our eco-friendly, neutralizer will keep 
your TUMI accessories fresh for travel seasons to come. To use, spray lightly over 
the surface or interior of your bag, remove excess moisture with cloth, and go. 
Ingredients: Water, Deodorizer, Surfactant, Citric Acid, Humectant, Fragrance, 
Preservatives. 

BLACK

96677-1041
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TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

052 Hanger - 2 Per Set
This set includes our engineered hangers (two) with both a rounded hook and a 
reversible square hook that snaps into the garment brackets. These durable 
hangers are designed to accommodate a suit jacket and pants; the bottom bar 
is ribbed and features clips to hold pants securely in place. For use in Tumi garment 
bags or wheeled cases with garment sleeves.

22cm x 42cm x 1,25cm

BLACK 

100233-1041

14182 TSA Lock Box Set of 3
Protect your valuables and identify your bags with these gift-ready TSA locks. 
Available in three colors, these locks are recognized by the TSA (Transportation 
Security Administration), and allow the TSA to open the lock should the need arise 
for a security search. They can then be re-locked by the TSA with no damage to 
the lock or your bag.

9,25cm x 14cm x 2,25cm

 

BLACK METALLIC 

94090-1041 94090-T307

481838 3 Pouch Set
If life is a journey, then these are the must-have accessories to take with you. 
They are pretty, practical and super lightweight. Whether you use them for everyday 
adventures or traveling the globe, you’ll appreciate their versatility and go-anywhere 
style. These pouches have endless uses for keeping your essentials organized 
and within easy reach. Top zip closures. Made from lightweight nylon with leather 
trim.

21,5cm x 30,5cm x 0cm

BLACK 

99314-1041

14823 Medium Flat Folding Pack
Ideal for packing and protecting shirts and pants for travel. Features a folding 
guide, interior pocket and webbing handle.

29cm x 38cm x 0cm

 

BLACK MINK 

94489-1041 94489-T315
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TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

14895 Packing Cube
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this lightweight packing 
cube. The quintessential must-pack item for frequent flyers, it allows you to 
organize daily outfits or simply keep your delicates separate from heavier items.

15cm x 25,5cm x 5,75cm 

 

BLACK MINK 

94568-1041 94568-T315

14896 Large Packing Cube
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this large, lightweight 
packing cube. The quintessential must-pack item for frequent flyers, it allows 
you to organize daily outfits or simply keep your delicates separate from heavier 
items.

25cm x 35,5cm x 5,75cm 

 

BLACK MINK 

94571-1041 94571-T315

14894 Large Double-Sided Packing Cube
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this lightweight, 
larger-sized packing cube. A life-changing packing tool for frequent flyers, it 
allows you to organize daily outfits or simply keep your delicates separate from 
heavier items. The see-through mesh top compartment allows you to keep 
track of where everything is.

25,5cm x 35,5cm x 10,25cm 

BLACK 

103545-1041

14897 Extra Large Packing Cube
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this extra large, 
lightweight packing cube. The quintessential must-pack item for frequent 
flyers, it allows you to organize daily outfits or simply keep your delicates 
separate from heavier items.

32,5cm x 49cm x 8,25cm 

BLACK

94573-1041
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TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

14110 Accessories Pouch Large
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your electronics easily when youre on 
the go. With elastic loops to secure your chargers, battery packs, and extra cords, 
this zippered pouch, with an EVA-molded side for ultimate protection, is the 
must-have accessory for frequent travelers. 

16cm x 21cm x 7,5cm

BLACK 

94024-1041

14109 Accessories Pouch Small
Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your electronics easily when youre on 
the go. With elastic loops to secure your chargers, battery packs, and extra cords, 
this zippered pouch is the must-have accessory for frequent travelers.

11,5cm x 17cm x 5cm

BLACK 

94023-1041

14828 Shoe Bags
Protect your shoes while separating them from other travel items and clothing. 
Each bag is large enough for one man‘s shoe or two smaller women‘s shoes. 
Drawstring closures.

39,5cm x 22cm x 0cm

 

BLACK MINK 

94503-1041 94503-T315

14902 Shoe Bags
A must-have accessory, this compact, expandable laundry bag is machine washable 
and perfect for your travel needs.

47,5cm x 38,5cm x 5cm

 

BLACK MINK 

109742-1041 109742-T315
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OUTERWEAR
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OUTERWEAR

15764 Crossover Hooded Jacket
Designed with the traveler in mind, our Crossover Pax Jacket offers lightweight 
warmth. Water-resistant nylon and an ergonomic zipper engineered for smooth 
and effortless action mean this jacket is 100 percent dependable. The hood and 
a hand-warmer pocket ensure protection from wind and cold. The down fill comes 
from sources that follow the Responsible Down Standard, which protects the 
welfare of geese and ducks that provide the down and feathers. Perhaps most 
important, this puffer converts to a travel pillow through a hidden pouch (patent 
pending). Available in men’s S – XL sizing. Made in China.

BLACK 

110877-1041 (SIZE S)

110888-1041 (SIZE M)

110899-1041 (SIZE L)

110900-1041 (SIZE XL)

110901-1041 (SIZE XXL)

15756 Patrol Packable Travel Puffer Jacket
Based on our signature EG5 formula, TUMI’s outerwear collection incorporates 
five essential elements of design and style: mobility, engineering, functionality, 
shape and versatility. Thoughtful details, high-tech materials and water-resistant 
fabrics are used to create sophisticated outerwear that is ideal for travel, commuting 
and everyday outings. More than a very warm and lightweight down jacket, this 
puffer converts to a travel pillow through a hidden pouch in the collar (patent 
pending). Available in men’s S – XXL sizing. Our outerwear collection utilizes 
materials from sources that follow the Responsible Down Standard. 

5cm x 72cm x 53cm (Size M)

BLACK 

95547-1041 (SIZE S)

95546-1041 (SIZE M)

95545-1041 (SIZE L)

95548-1041 (SIZE XL)

95549-1041 (SIZE XXL)

15763 Pax Men’s Windbreaker
The perfect travel companion, this windbreaker is ultra-lightweight, water-resistant, 
and packs into a small pouch via the inside pocket. Toss it into your backpack 
for a day trip or tuck it into your luggage and leave that bulky jacket behind.

BLACK 

103520-1041 (SIZE S)

103521-1041 (SIZE M)

103522-1041 (SIZE L)

103523-1041 (SIZE XL)

103524-1041 (SIZE XXL)

0F67125 TUMI Pax Men’s Vest
Based on our signature EG5 formula, TUMI’s outerwear collection incorporates 
five essential elements of design and style: mobility, engineering, functionality, 
shape and versatility. This puffer vest offers more than meets the eye, miraculously 
converting to a travel neck pillow through a hidden pouch in the collar. Made 
from lightweight, water-resistant nylon and filled with down insulation. Our 
outerwear collection utilizes materials from sources that follow the Responsible 
Down Standard. This ensures the main source of these materials, the animals, 
are safe and protects the welfare and wellbeing of geese and ducks that provide 
the down and feathers. Our outerwear collection utilizes materials from sources 
that follow the Responsible Down Standard. 

BLACK 

102581-1041 (SIZE S)

102580-1041 (SIZE M)

102579-1041 (SIZE L)

102582-1041 (SIZE XL)

102583-1041 (SIZE XXL)
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15765 Estes Hooded Jacket
Designed with the traveler in mind, our Estes Pax Jacket offers lightweight warmth, 
along with other high-tech features you’ve come to associate with TUMI. 
Water-resistant nylon and an ergonomic zipper engineered for smooth and 
effortless action mean this jacket 100 percent dependable. The hood and a 
hand-warmer pocket ensure protection from wind and cold. The down fill comes 
from sources that follow the Responsible Down Standard, which protects the 
welfare of geese and ducks that provide the down and feathers. Perhaps most 
important, this puffer converts to a travel pillow through a hidden pouch (patent 
pending). Available in women’s S – XL sizing. Made in China.

BLACK 

110902-1041 (SIZE S)

110903-1041 (SIZE M)

110904-1041 (SIZE L)

110905-1041 (SIZE XL)

OUTERWEAR

15817 Women’s - Clairmont Packable Travel Puffer Jacket
Based on our signature EG5 formula, TUMI’s outerwear collection incorporates 
five essential elements of design and style: mobility, engineering, functionality, 
shape and versatility. Thoughtful details, high-tech materials and water-resistant 
fabrics are used to create sophisticated outerwear that is ideal for travel, commuting 
and everyday outings. More than a very warm and lightweight down jacket, this 
puffer converts to a travel pillow through a hidden pouch in the collar (patent 
pending). Available in women’s S – XL sizing. Our outerwear collection utilizes 
materials from sources that follow the Responsible Down Standard. 

BLACK 

95624-1041 (SIZE S)

95623-1041 (SIZE M)

95622-1041 (SIZE L)

95625-1041 (SIZE XL)

0F68121 TUMI Pax Women’s Vest
Based on our signature EG5 formula, TUMI’s outerwear collection incorporates 
five essential elements of design and style: mobility, engineering, functionality, 
shape and versatility. This puffer vest offers more than meets the eye, miraculously 
converting to a travel neck pillow through a hidden pouch in the collar. Made 
from lightweight, water-resistant nylon and filled with down insulation. Our 
outerwear collection utilizes materials from sources that follow the Responsible 
Down Standard. This ensures the main source of these materials, the animals, 
are safe and protects the welfare and wellbeing of geese and ducks that provide 
the down and feathers.

BLACK 

102632-1041 (SIZE S)

102631-1041 (SIZE M)

102630-1041 (SIZE L)

102633-1041 (SIZE XL)
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MOBILE COVERS

114258 Kickstand Case iPhone XR
Protective and versatile, this ballistic-patterned case features an integrated 
kickstand that transforms your iPhone into a freestanding media player. A convenient 
card slot on the back lets you keep your daily essentials all in one place. Compatible 
with the iPhone XR.

 

PEWTER

110883-1688

114259 Kickstand Case iPhone XS Max
Protective and versatile, this ballistic-patterned case features an integrated 
kickstand that transforms your iPhone into a freestanding media player. A convenient 
card slot on the back lets you keep your daily essentials all in one place. Compatible 
with the iPhone XS Max.

 

PEWTER

110884-1688

114259 Kickstand Case iPhone XS/X
Protective and versatile, this ballistic-patterned case features an integrated 
kickstand that transforms your iPhone into a freestanding media player. A convenient 
card slot on the back lets you keep your daily essentials all in one place. Compatible 
with the iPhone XS/X.

 

PEWTER

110885-1688
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114220 TUMI Folio Snap Case for iPhone 7/8
This stylish protective cover with leather inlay snaps easily and securely onto your 
iPhone 7 or iPhone 8 and features a protective front cover that converts into 
versatile, hands-free kickstand mode.

21,5cm x 11cm x 2,5cm 

 

BLACK

93579-1041

114221 TUMI Folio Snap Case for iPhone 7/8 Plus
This stylish protective cover with leather inlay snaps easily and securely onto your 
iPhone 7 Plus or iPhone 8 Plus and features a protective front cover that converts 
into versatile, hands-free kickstand mode.

16cm x 8,25cm x 1cm 

 

BLACK

93581-1041
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TUMI offers a full range of customization options:
• LASER ENGRAVING: 

Laser engraving is used to etch a logo or design into a metal or plastic service. The small size of the beam 
lends itself in producing highly detailed logos or designs. 

• DEBOSSING: 
In debossing, an image is pressed into the surface of the item creating depressions rather than raised 
impressions. Each piece is individually hand done. This process presses a die under intense heat into the 
material leaving a depressed imprint of the design, logo, or initials. It is very similar to hotstamping, without the 
foil. Instead of having a logo stamped onto the material, the debossed logo is pressed into the material. It will 
never peel or flake off, it is a permanent impression. 

• HOTSTAMPING: 
Hotstamping involves pressing a heated metal die against a colored foil on top of the product to be printed. 
Where the raised surface of the die meets the foil and product being stamped, the foil graphic is permanently 
transferred to product. So your corporate logo or name is imprinted on the product or material using gold, 
silver or various color choices of foils. 

• MONOGRAMMING: 
Personalize your TUMI product with a monogram. This is another commonly used term for applying a Personal 
Name or Initials on an item with the methods of debossing or hotstamping. Monogramming is a great way to 
make an item uniquely yours, or to make a gift extra-special. 

• EMBROIDERY: 
Before a logo or design is embroidered, it has to be digitized. Digitization is the process by which a logo or 
design is translated into instructions which tell the embroidery machine what to stitch on an item. This is a fairly 
complex process which requires a one-time setup charge. 

Custom Corner

107
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HOW TO ORDER 
Contact your TUMI Representative or locate a TUMI Special Markets Representative near you 
by calling 0049 2303 9791 0 or emailing B2B.europe@tumi.com. All orders must be placed in 
writing and have an approved purchase order number.

MINIMUM ORDER 
Minimum opening order size is 1.500 EUR or 5 units per style.

ORDER PROCESSING 
Please allow 7 to 10 business days for in stock merchandise delivery. Call for quotes on out-of-stock 
or special order merchandise.

CREDIT APPROVAL 
TUMI makes decisions concerning the extension of credit terms at its sole discretion.

CUSTOMIZATION 
From embroidery and embossing to customer-designed co-branded hangtags, customization is 
available for most of our products. Details will be provided on request.

INSERTIONS 
Inclusion of provided materials is available for an additional charge. Certain limitations apply. For 
more information speak with your TUMI Representative. 

PACKAGING 
Luggage and Business Cases: corrugated carton. 
Wallets and Accessories: black gift box with a felt inner sleeve. 
Packaging is subject to change as necessary. 

SHIPPING 
EXW (ex work)  
Head office Unna Germany  
Standard-Parcel Services bulk ship unless otherwise specified. 
Drop-ship to individual addresses anywhere in Europe is available for an additional charge. Express 
shipping is available for an additional charge.  
TUMI reserves the right to choose the most economical carrier for larger shipments.

RETURNS 
Returns for defective merchandise only. RMA number is required.  
Customized merchandise may not be returned.

PRICING 
All prices are subject to change without notice. Under certain conditions, TUMI may extend special 
pricing privileges. For details, speak with your authorized TUMI Special Markets Representative. 
All applicable sales tax will be added to your order unless a current tax-exempt certificate is submit-
ted or is on file.

SUBSTITUTIONS, CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS 
TUMI reserves the right to substitute like or better product in case of discontinuances or inventory 
stockout situations with customer’s prior approval. Changes or cancellations are not permitted once 
a customized order has begun production.

LOSS/DAMAGE CLAIMS 
Claims for short shipments, damage or merchandise not received must be submitted directly to 
TUMI within 10 days of the shipment. 

WARRANTY 
TUMI products are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials. Warranty information 
is included with each product and can be found at www.TUMI.com.

DIVERSION / TRANS-SHIPPING 
TUMI conducts our Special Markets and Corporate Sales programs for accounts who specialize 
in these markets with a specific group of end users in mind: corporations and their employees, 
affiliates or customers. TUMI products sold, either directly or through TUMI authorized intermediari-
es, that are trans-shipped to end users other than those intended under the arrangement between 
TUMI and such premium accounts, including reselling to commercial retail outlets, internet auction 
sites and any international retailers that are not authorized TUMI dealers is expressly prohibited. A 
condition to your participation in this program is that TUMI goods will only be sold or given to such 
designated users or group of users. If TUMI becomes aware that any TUMI goods sold or distri-
buted to a special markets account have been sold or trans-shipped to persons or entities other 
than a specifically designated group of end users, said account will be liable to TUMI for liquidated 
damages equal to the full retail value of the items sold or trans-shipped. In addition, TUMI will have 
the right to immediately terminate the account. TUMI reserves the right to ascertain information 
regarding the final use and destination of any TUMI product prior to shipment.  
All prices, terms and fees are subject to change without notice. TUMI reserves the right to correct 
typographic and photographic errors and to limit the quantity purchased on certain items.

Special Markets  
Terms & Conditions

mailto:B2B.europe%40tumi.com?subject=
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PERFECTING THE JOURNEY

HANS-BÖCKLER-STR. 6,  59423 UNNA, GERMANY

0049 2303 9791-0  |   TUMI.COM


